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The massive disruption and uncertainty
triggered by the Covid-19 pandemic has
continued, although some parts of the world
have entered a different phase since their
economies have partially reopened following
the first wave of the virus’ spread.

In this issue we examine this next phase,
including asking whether a ‘new normal’ is
emerging (pages 4-17) for the air freight sector
and its constituent organisations, what that
may look like, and how it may evolve – or
whether we need to think in terms of several
new normals.
As some commentators observe, the air
freight sector is no stranger to disruptions
or crises – and to some extent, thrives upon
them. But the unprecedented collapse
of air passenger demand does continue
to present enormous – and for some,
existential – challenges to airlines and their
partners. Nevertheless, the extraordinary
response by the air freight sector has been
hugely impressive, fulfilling a social as well as
commercial responsibility to continue flying
goods to where they are needed.

pandemic and the geopolitical events that
have followed and preceded it, along with the
potential implications of this for air freight.
While there is no consensus on the extent
to which global supply and sourcing patterns
will be restructured, there seems general
agreement that a process of change has begun
and that the pandemic will accelerate this.
Another trend it has accelerated is the
shift towards digitalisation and paperless
transactions, which now also offer the benefit
of virus-free contactless communications,
as well as facilitating remote working. Some
of the progress towards real-time air freight
visibility is highlighted in the Handling and
Technology Update articles on pages 52 and
56.
Air freight has faced a series of severe tests
this year already and has mostly responded
with determination, resilience and flexibility. It
is likely to continue to be tested in many ways
for some time to come. As one contributor
notes in this magazine, companies can’t
prepare for every possible scenario, as we
have seen with Covid-19; but they can prepare
to be proactive, agile, and quick in execution.

Further developments will, presumably,
depend to a large extent upon whether and
when viable vaccines emerge, and the ability of
global systems – including air logistics systems
– to distribute those vaccines worldwide.
And so, in this issue we also examine (pages
30-44) the global pharma transport network
and how the air freight sector is prepared
and is preparing for that vaccine distribution
challenge.

Will Waters

This issue also examines (page 18) how global
supply chains and systems are likely to evolve
more broadly in response to the Covid-19
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A new normal?
The air freight sector has undergone massive
upheaval this year. CAAS examines whether the
business has permanently changed
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The next
phase

The air freight sector has obviously undergone massive
upheaval this year, including enormous disruption to capacity
supply and demand patterns, tremendous pricing volatility,
as well as huge operational challenges such as demand spikes
and staffing supply and safety issues – not to mention a
catastrophic financial impact on many companies.
Although some of these factors appear to have begun to
stabilise in parts of the world following the initial wave of
the coronavirus pandemic and the lockdowns imposed to
help limit its spread, adjusting to the vast numbers of rapidly
moving short-term changes has required extraordinary
flexibility, creativity and hard work by organisations and
their leadership and staff, in many cases involving evolving
responsibilities, new ways of working and even different
business models. And in many cases, it has required significant
financial restructuring programmes.
The scale of the disruption caused by the pandemic
worldwide, alongside other recent geopolitical trends, leaves
major questions about short- and mid-term economic growth,
as well as mid- and long-term questions about the future of
globalisation and global outsourcing. Some of this will be
examined later in this issue.
In the previous issue of this magazine, we published more than
25 interviews with airlines, cargo handlers and airports, plus
various industry associations and representatives, outlining the
initial impact and their initial responses to the early phases of
the coronavirus pandemic. Building upon that, in this autumn
issue, we are examining the next phase, including asking
selected industry specialists in this report whether a ‘new
normal’ or ‘pre-new normal’ is emerging for the air freight
sector and its constituent organisations; what that may look
like, and how it may evolve – or whether we need to think in
terms of several new normals.
The following report highlights some of their views and
analyses, shedding light on different aspects and areas of air
freight operations and businesses…
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Exceptional
business
IATA’s Glyn Hughes argues that there is no such thing as normal for air freight, but an
industry always responding to rapidly changing situations or crises
Is a new normal (or a ‘pre-new normal’?)
emerging for the air freight sector, as
some countries and their economies
begin to emerge from the initial effects
of the pandemic?
This is an interesting question as I believe
there never was an old normal. History
tells us that trade wars, terrorism, fuel
prices, volcanos, natural disasters, conflicts,
consumer trends, manufacturing evolution,
plus countless other influencers resulted in an
industry that was always subject to changing
situations.
What does that ‘new normal’ look like –
or do organisations now have to prepare
for several ‘new normals’?
Notwithstanding my previous answer, the
industry is developing many contingency plans
for what may happen next. Until a vaccine is
developed and in widespread deployment,
international passenger travel will remain
under pressure. The resultant reduced
global air cargo capacity will mean continued
high freighter utilisation and continued
cargo network operations using passenger
aircraft in cargo-only configuration. If a
vaccine results in increased global passenger
operations, I would expect to see a phasing
out of the cargo-only passenger flights.

implemented in very quick order. Closed
airspace required a strong and united
industry voice to work with governments to
get things reopened for air cargo, which was
often bringing in life-saving or life-protecting
commodities. Social lockdown often resulted
in staff shortages in cargo facilities around
the world, but once again the industry
responded and worked with local agencies
and governments to open travel channels to
get key workers in place.
Planning
To what extent have perspectives on, and
approaches to, planning had to change
as the effects of the pandemic have
progressed?
The unprecedented demand for PPE, which
shifted around the world as the Covid crisis

impacted different communities, resulted
in significant unidirectional demand chains
and the need for flexibly deployed aircraft.
Planning was more about reacting as global
capacity challenges became more evident.
To what extent can companies or
organisations meaningfully plan at the
current time?
One size does not fit all and there is not a
single blueprint which tells us what to do next.
So, I think the industry is doing what it needs
to do to respond to today’s challenges whilst
building agile and flexible solutions designed
to cater for whatever the world throws at it.
Implications
What are the implications of these
changes for your organisation?

To what extent has the air freight sector
adapted to the emerging new normal?
Innovation and dedication to serving the
air cargo customer community has been
high these past 6 months. Cargo crews
continued to fly to destinations where
quarantine restrictions were in place; aircraft
sanitisation and crew safety concerns resulted
in new procedures being developed and

6
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IATA is being asked to develop new industry
standards in rapid quick time, and we are
being asked to advocate for industrysupportive regulations and support from
governments. We are working even more
closely than usual with international regulatory
bodies to ensure air cargo can continue to
support communities in need and we are
working with various agencies such as the
WHO, WFP and others in preparation for
a temperature-controlled global vaccine
distribution programme.

Air Cargo Handling Systems

How sustainable is this situation?
Times are difficult, many airlines have
struggled financially, as have other companies
within the supply chain, but demand is high
and the desire to support customer needs
is as high as ever. Air cargo is known for
getting the job done, and the Covid crisis has
reinforced this.

SOLVING
YOUR CARGO
HANDLING
CHALLENGES
www.saco.aero

“Until a vaccine is developed and in
widespread deployment, international
passenger travel will remain under
pressure”

SACO

AIRPORT EQUIPMENT
Industrieweg 2
NL-5731 HR Mierlo

P.O. Box 47
NL-5730 AA Mierlo

T +31 (0)492 430 059
F +31 (0)492 432 713

info@saco.aero
www.saco.aero

a division of SMA BV

Glyn Hughes
Global Head of Cargo, IATA
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New possibilities
In a dynamic environment, planning is more important than ever,
‘because only when we know where we plan to go do we know when to
adjust our course’, highlights Ariaen Zimmerman, executive director of air
freight quality initiative Cargo iQ
Is a new normal (or ‘pre-new normal’)
emerging for the air freight sector, or
your organisation’s role within air freight,
as some countries and their economies
begin to emerge from the initial effects of
the pandemic?
We wouldn’t call it a ‘new-normal’, but it is
clear that we will continue to further our
efforts for improving the industry’s quality
control. The pandemic has clearly shown the
world the importance of a reliable logistics
solution through air. Our members see that
importance too.
The situation going forward may be that our
members – as most all companies – will put
a higher focus on getting tangible results for
their efforts and resources. The industry as a
whole – and its customers – will continue to
feel the financial pressure from the COVID
situation, making them more focused.
We believe this (focus) to be a good thing.
As said, quality management will be a part
of that focus and we are confident that a
more pragmatic attitude will help us in our
implementation of some still necessary
improvements in processes and their planning,
control and evaluation.
To what extent has your business and/
or your area of the air freight sector
adapted to the emerging new normal and/
or recovered from the challenges posed
by the Covid-19 pandemic and measures
taken to limit its spread?
We are an industry interest group and for
us cooperation is at the core; our mission is:
Plan. Deliver. Learn. Together. A lot of what
we do, therefore, is organising a way for our
members to meet and exchange ideas in a fair
and balanced way that represents the whole

8

industry. Those meetings have now all been
taken online and I believe in some way we may
have even become more open that way.

costs of implementation to our members.

We created other online alternatives as well,
such as remote audits that guarantee the same
level of membership dedication at lower cost
and without the need to physically visit our
members’ facilities and offices.

We need to get back to being driven by
opportunity rather than necessity, but the
current focus on tangible results and efficient
effectivity is a healthy attitude to keep on
board.

Planning
To what extent have perspectives on, and
approaches to, planning had to change
as the effects of the pandemic have
progressed?

Any other observations?

We were seeing new routes and alternatives
emerge that we didn’t plan for. That in itself
made it clear that we may have to look for
more flexible planning options, but that was
already part of our strategic roadmap.

How sustainable is this situation?

We see some of the things that were never
possible now become possible, such as remote
audits and our teleworking attitudes. Overall IT
has proven itself as a real enabler. Hopefully we
will be able to take some of that momentum
into accelerating our industry’s agenda on
improvement.

To what extent can companies or
organisations meaningfully plan ahead at
the current time?
The continuously shifting goal poles in current
times may make us feel planning is impossible.
That is a fair point. Planning is nevertheless
more important than ever, because only when
we know where we plan to go do we know
when to adjust our course. A more dynamic
environment means we may need to be more
ready to adjust our planning. Contingencies
and alternative scenarios actually help in letting
you know on what signs to focus on that
indicate relevant change in our world.
Implications
What are the implications of these
changes for your organisation?
We will rationalise our expenses, focus on what
is important and look for ways to reduce the

“IT has proven itself as a real
enabler. Hopefully we will be able to
take some of that momentum into
accelerating our industry’s agenda on
improvement”
Ariaen Zimmerman
Executive Director, Cargo IQ
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Fast and flexible
freight
The USP of air cargo is speed, and that is a very important factor in an
uncertain and quickly changing environment, highlights Liège Airport’s VP
commercial Steven Verhasselt

Is a new normal (or a ‘pre-new normal’?)
emerging for the air freight sector, or
your organisation’s role within air freight,
as some countries and their economies
begin to emerge from the initial effects of
the pandemic?
The importance of air cargo, for the logistics
industry and more importantly so for the
entire society, has been made clear for
everyone to see. As a dedicated cargo airport,
nobody in Liege needed convincing, but now
many others are finally on the same page. The
supply chain will definitely be scrutinised, to
avoid repeating the same mistakes. We believe
the added value of dedicated cargo operations
will become and remain an important factor.
What does that ‘new normal’ look like –
or do organisations now have to prepare
for several ‘new normals’?
It’s very hard to predict what the new normal
will look like, but for sure – and as always –
flexibility will be the key to success. In order
to prepare for maximum flexibility, rather than
for different scenarios, organisations need to
make sure decisions can be made quickly and
implemented quickly.
The USP of air cargo is speed, and that is a very
important factor in an uncertain and quickly
changing environment. We as an industry need
to make sure that the speed is offered doorto-door, not airport-to-airport. A stronger
cooperation withing the cargo communities
on both sides is the best way to deliver as
promised, and that will be more important
than ever in the new normal.
To what extent has your business adapted
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to the challenges posed by the Covid-19
pandemic and measures taken to limit its
spread?
The increased awareness for the need to
emphasise more on security and safety will
definitely benefit the organisation. As much
as we believed we were prepared, it turns
out there is a lot of room for improvement.
Lessons are learned and implemented in a
minimum of time. We need to remain vigilant
and continue to improve.
To what extent have approaches to
planning had to change as the effects of
the pandemic have progressed?
As a dedicated cargo airport, a ‘go-to airport’
for freighter operations, LGG has been working
hard to optimise capacity. With strong growth,
high demand at short notice, resources are
scarce. The LGG cargo community as a unit has
worked hard to make it all happen when it was
needed the most. Now we need to learn how
we did that exactly, and make sure we get used
to dealing with peaks without hampering speed
and quality of the cargo flow.
To what extent can companies or
organisations meaningfully plan ahead at
the current time?
If 2020 has taught us one thing, it is the
relativity of planning and budgeting. I don’t
think anyone had it right, as planning different
scenarios will never go to that extreme
(situation presented by the pandemic).
I believe companies need to assess their
flexibility and adaptability to new market
conditions and requirements. Planning ahead
would focus rather on what to do to be ready,

rather than try to plan ahead what to be ready
for.
What are the implications of these
changes for your organisation?
The most obvious change is the confirmation
that working from home is a valid value
proposition. Not everything can be done from
home; but we do realise that a daily commute,
or a travelling routine, is maybe not the most
efficient way to organise work either.
For LGG as an organisation, all the changes
and requirements have confirmed that we
are on the right way, but we need to work
hard to go further in order to fully reap the
benefits. LGG is flexible, but needs to be more
flexible. Digitisation has been started, but so
much more is possible if we can connect all
stakeholders in the supply chain.
How sustainable is this situation?
The supply chains have had time to adapt
to the new requirements, the peak for air
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freight is gone, and we return to healthy
levels of demand, and healthy levels of yields.
The combination of long supply chains and
immediate demand has led to freighters, or
pax aircraft flying as freighters, with low-value
high-volume commodities like masks and other
PPE material. That is not sustainable, but it was
necessary, and our industry delivered.
Let’s hope the positives remain in place.
First, the higher appreciation for cargo. Very
important as well is the regulators who reacted
quickly. LGG supports strongly the decoupling
of traffic rights for freighters – which should
remain at the current liberal levels, rather than
go back to bilateral (traffic rights) that are very
much based on passenger demand.
Any other observations?
I am very proud to be part of the industry
which stepped up and delivered when it was
needed. I applaud all the first-line workers,
and I want to thank everybody working in the
supply chain to enable the first-line works to
do a wonderful job.

CARGO AIRPORTS & AIRLINE SERVICES / AUTUMN 2020

“As always, flexibility will be the key to
success”
Steven Verhasselt
VP Commercial, Liege Airport
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An evolving situation
Companies can’t prepare for all possible disruptions, as we have seen with Covid-19, but they can prepare to
be proactive, agile, and quick in execution, says Sharon Page, Europe regional director of freight forwarding at
e-commerce logistics specialist Tigers
Is a new normal emerging for the air
freight sector, as some countries and
their economies begin to emerge from the
initial effects of the pandemic?
The new normal is that there is no such thing
as ‘normal’. Businesses require preparation
for ever-evolving conditions and at this
point it would be premature to talk about a
pre-new stable normality. With the current
conditions, we have seen situations of capacity
reductions, rising and dropping rates, influx
of PPE movements, changes in regulations,
increased charters, and rate stabilisation all
happening in a very short space of time. Each
time something changes and adjustments need
to be made in the sector.
Over and above that, we have seen the end of
hard lockdowns in most countries and are now
facing the new challenges of second and third
infection waves; maybe a more challenging
wave in winter will be dealt with via a partial
restriction.

“Companies need to keep planning for
being an ever-changing organisation
as that is the only real constant in this
situation”
Sharon Page
Europe Regional Director, Tigers
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Do organisations now have to prepare for
several ‘new normals’?
Organisations and leaders need to be
adaptable, flexible, and agile to constantly
adjust to ever-evolving situations. Flexibility
will be the key for any organisation to ensure
that they are able to cope with crisis, change
and adaptation without disruption to their
own operations and to customers’ supply
chains. It does also mean staying close to your
employees, suppliers, and customers. Having
the technology that allows you to do so is
essential.
To what extent has your business and/
or your area of the air freight sector
adapted to the emerging new normal and/
or recovered from the challenges posed
by the Covid-19 pandemic and measures
taken to limit its spread?
Remote working was an area that Tigers quickly
adapted to to meet the initial challenge of
Covid-19. Our cloud-based global operating
systems allowed for quick and easy migration
from office to remote working, which meant no
disruption to our customers and the wellbeing
and safety of our team remained intact. We
kept fully operational and always had reduced
presence in the offices, rotating between the
people that worked from home and those that
were officed based. It helped to keep the flow
of work and, thanks to that, was easier to get
back to the current situation where the vast
majority of employees are back to work from
office.
To what extent have approaches to
planning had to change as the effects of
the pandemic have progressed?

communication, and reacted quickly to every
event and development, whether it was a
health, personal, or business matter. Planning
now needs to have a lot of more shorter-term
views linking to a medium and then longer
strategy to master the art of change. Constant
assessment and adjustment of the shorterterm views are now more critical than ever
to ensure long-term sustainable plans. What
is not changing is the values and DNA of the
organisation, and you have to make sure these
are kept even and especially under radical
conditions.
To what extent can companies or
organisations meaningfully plan ahead at
the current time?
Companies need to keep planning for being an
ever-changing organisation as that is the only
real constant in this situation. You can’t prepare
yourself for all possible disruptions as we
have seen with Covid-19, but you can prepare
yourself to be proactive, agile, and quick in
execution of organisation. We are lucky we
always focused on technology which allows us
all these things, and we have a superb team.
What are the implications of these
changes for your organisation?
The implication of these changes are mainly
around time. As an organisation we are
investing in more time for conversations, more
time for collaboration, and more time for
strategic planning that includes many shortterm measured and managed steps. Being a
hands-on management team and close to what
happens was always part of our DNA; these
days this pays off more than before.
How sustainable is this situation?

All original plans from January 2020 went out
the window as the pandemic progressed. We
acted quickly as a management team; we had
daily assessments for the first part, kept close

The situation is sustainable and necessary as
the world and the industry continues to adjust
to the evolving normal related to Covid-19.
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A silver lining:
Digitalisation
One of the few positives from the Covid crisis is that the pace of
adoption of digital services and products across the air freight sector has
been accelerated, notes Lionel van der Walt, president and CEO for the
Americas at freight transformation specialist PayCargo
The air cargo industry has been heavily
impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic and the
entire supply chain has had to tackle a raft of
challenges. Much uncertainty remains and the
industry is unlikely to return to some kind of
normality for at least 18-24 months.
However, one silver lining of this crisis is
that the pace of adoption of digital services
and products across the industry has been
accelerated.
In the ‘new normal’ world, supply chains will
be reshaped to make them more resilient and
digital infrastructure and processes will play
a major role as they can help build seamless
operations.
Digital transformation across the air cargo
industry is something that has been taking
place at a slow pace for a number of years,
despite its paramount importance to ensuring
a competitive future for all. The air cargo
industry is still broadly seen as being behind
other industries, but there are serious efforts
being taken to collaborate to create a digital
eco-system.
Despite some great steps being made on
digitisation, all parts of the supply chain need
to up their game further and invest, as this
crisis has taught us that digital services and
products will be a fundamental part of the
‘new normal’.
Opportunity to reduce costs
Digitisation gives us the opportunity to be
more efficient to reduce costs, give customers
more transparency of shipments with realtime data, reduces paper documentation and
cuts out costly human errors – and makes the

14

supply chain more resilient and robust.
Since the start of the pandemic in March,
we have seen even stronger demand for
our digital freight payment platform, as
stakeholders experience how a high-tech
payment system can help their businesses
in a number of ways, both during and after
Covid-19.
Our platform helps eliminate human errors,
removes needless paper transactions,
facilitates data flows, improves transparency
throughout the value chain, thereby enabling
shipments to move faster, as the world moves
towards a contactless and cashless society.
Collaborating with other system providers
PayCargo has been looking to not only grow
payers and vendors within this ecosystem,
but we have also been looking at how do we
become more efficient in collaborating with
other system providers to add additional
value across the supply chain. We are now
integrated with Kale Logistics, Accelya, IBS
Software, CHAMP Cargosystems and Unisys;
our philosophy is all about ‘open collaboration’
and we welcome new partnerships with fellow
supply chain stakeholders.

“In the ‘new normal’ world, supply
chains will be reshaped to make
them more resilient and digital
infrastructure and processes will play a
major role”
Lionel van der Walt
President and CEO, PayCargo

grow a global connected high-tech digital ecosystem across the international freight supply
chain.
Air cargo has shown resilience, agility and
flexibility in the battle against the virus and
the industry will continue to play a vital role in
society. Once a vaccine for Covid-19 has been
approved, air freight will be pivotal to ensuring
the swift and effective distribution of millions
of vaccine vials across the globe, as the air
cargo industry can provide access to remote
areas and cover vast distances rapidly.

Everybody is cooperating, sharing data
through APIs, which makes the flow of data
more seamless and speeds up how we can
transact, ultimately enabling us to facilitate
trade by speeding up payments and the
release of cargo.

This crisis should be looked at as an
opportunity to improve the supply chain
through adoption of digital infrastructure
and processes with trust, collaboration and
cooperation more important than ever.

PayCargo intends to play an integral role in
the digital transformation of the air cargo
industry, collaborating with industry partners
to ensure the seamless flow of cargo and help

Those stakeholders in the air cargo industry
that prioritise investments and adoption of
the latest technology are going to be the
winners in the ‘new normal’ world.
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Several ‘new norms’
Jacob Mathew, president of National Air Cargo, says the group’s freight forwarding business has become more
creative in providing end-to-end solutions as traditional capacity was unavailable or limited, and its cargo airline
has expanded its fleet
Is a new normal (or a ‘pre-new normal’)
emerging for cargo airlines and the air
freight sector, as some countries and
their economies begin to emerge from the
initial effects of the pandemic?
Absolutely. Being an airline and having
both passenger and air cargo operations in
place, National is in the phase of a massive
transformation evolving into ‘a new normal’
era of conducting business. In contrast to
the dramatic drop in demand for passenger
operations, the air cargo division at National
has evolved to answer the call and move
essential supplies to tackle the COVID-19
pandemic.
How have your business levels been
compared with pre-pandemic?
National, being in business with government
and semi-government sectors, freight
forwarding has been steady during the crisis.
On the other hand, although commercial
freight forwarding declined at the beginning of
the pandemic, volumes surged in the second
quarter of 2020. Freighter capacity utilisation
continued to be on the rise during the past 6
months.
What does that ‘new normal’ look like –
or do organizations now have to prepare
for several ‘new normals’?
We believe that most organizations in our
industry must be prepared for several ‘new
norms’ during these unprecedented times.
Considering around 40% of global air cargo
is transported in the bellyhold of passenger
aircraft, there has been a huge capacity pinch.
Cargo airlines like us must be prepared to take
control and drive the business in order to meet
the soaring demands across the globe.
Planning
To what extent have approaches to
planning had to change as the effects of
the pandemic have progressed?

Planning ahead during the pandemic has been
challenging – no one expected the magnitude
of this pandemic. However, short-term goals
that we have set companywide has been paying
off during this time. We decided to increase
our B747-400F fleet size from 2 airplanes to 5
this year. These are steps we took considering
both the short-term and long-term strategy;
we have to keep maintaining the momentum
and keep ourselves on track.
To what extent can companies or
organisations meaningfully plan ahead at
the current time?
There has been tremendous efforts and
planning happening within many organisations,
revisiting their key verticals and re-designing
their product offerings based on the
‘new normal’ demand – a year focused on
sustenance more, and not in line with the longterm organisational strategy.

“The freight forwarding side has
become more creative during the
pandemic period as the traditional
capacity was rather limited”

Jacob Matthew
President, National Air Cargo

available or rather limited. The airline division
saw the freighter demand but the challenges
in crew positioning fulfilling COVID protocol
requirements has been a tough one; but have
managed well so far.
How sustainable is this situation?

What are the implications of these
changes for your organisation?

Unless an organisation is ready for greater
adaptability, to reduce costs, and be creative
in its product offerings, sustaining these times
would be tough.

The freight forwarding side has become more
and more creative in providing end-to-end
solutions during the pandemic period as
the traditional freight lane capacity was not

Any other observations?
Vaccine availability can be a game-changer,
but the get back to the old normal would take
some time.
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Moving towards
‘China plus one’
Geopolitics will play a bigger role in the next phase of shippers’ global
sourcing plans, a process that began even pre-Covid-19, says Stan
Wraight, president and CEO of Strategic Aviation Solutions International
Is a new normal emerging for the air
freight sector, as some countries and
their economies begin to emerge from the
initial effects of the pandemic?
Covid 19 has made transparent the fragility
of global supply chains, and governments
and manufacturers – beneficial cargo owners
(BCO) – do not want to be caught out again.
What this means is while the next period may
look somewhat the same as before, everyone
will be looking at global supply chains and in
particular JIT policies, lean manufacturing
implications, and also, as a consequence, the
use of air freight.
What does that ‘new normal’ look like –
or do organizations now have to prepare
for several ‘new normals’?
Our research has shown that the new normal
will most likely be a ‘China plus one’ philosophy
by the USA, Japan, Korea and others, especially
in automotive, aerospace, medical, etc. – which
have been hardest hit. Will it be a return to onshoring or near shoring, ‘just in case’ inventory
stockpiling, or full regional distribution centres
is still being debated. One thing is certain,
geopolitics will play a big part of the planning
for a new normal; and even pre-Covid-19, the
trade wars and paranoia were already there.
Globally, a vaccine is the best solution, but this
is such a horrendous disease, which attacks
the body without mercy, so passenger travel
especially will take years and years to recover,
and that widebody belly cargo capacity will
be lost. Travel health insurance, legal liabilities
towards staff will especially hurt international
leisure and business travel and conventions,
etc., meaning solutions for the next 5 years
must be thought out now.
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To what extent has your business or area
of the air freight sector adapted to the
emerging new normal and/or recovered
from the challenges posed by the
Covid-19 pandemic and measures taken to
limit its spread?
For the past 8 years we have been advising
our clients that the future is e-commerce, sata
for e-freight and data and logistics corridors
between airports. We recognised years ago
that consumers were wanting in their personal
life what Fed Ex and UPS have delivered for
business for over 30 years. I still remember
many years ago someone telling me if I can get
a pizza in one hour delivered to my home, why
does it take three days to get a part for my
company in my own city?
We quickly realised that what happens in the
belly of a pax aircraft or in the main deck of a
freighter has nothing to do with what must be
changed going forward. What is the difference
of a Cathay Pacific B777 between HKG and LHR
versus a BA B777? Nothing; it’s what they do
with the cargo on the ground in HKG and in
LHR that differentiates. Yet scheduled airlines
have for the most part ignored this reality and
placed their own handling or relationships
with GHA down to who is the cheapest
supplier. The relationship between airline and
GHA based on the SGHA (Standard Ground
handling agreement of IATA) is foolhardy at
best for airlines that want to compete going
forward.
The new normal will be what the BCO decides,
and anyone in our industry who does not
keep fully aware of what the person or entity
decides is their supply chain ‘new normal’ will
be doomed to being a low margin supplier of
capacity to those who do.

“The new normal will be what the BCO
decides”
Stan Wraight
President and CEO, SASI

Airlines need data systems, they need a new
relationship with airports and GHAs, and
most of all they need an own-controlled retail
product portfolio that fits the BCO decisions.
Carriers like Lufthansa, Air Canada, IAG,
Emirates have started on that path; they must
now speed up and move forward.
Planning
To what extent have approaches to
planning had to change as the effects of
the pandemic have progressed?
All the rules have been thrown out the window
as to business as usual. Data is useless as soon
as it’s printed; it’s the steepest learning curve
ever, and a daily task.
To what extent can companies or organizations
meaningfully plan ahead at the current time?
You have to be as close as you can to your
clients. Nothing beats face-to-face meetings,
but in the absence of that, pick up the phone,
video chat, stay informed, and help. Nothing
beats experience in global logistics right now,
so you can advise on macro and micro trends
and innovative solutions.
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How sustainable is this situation?
For air cargo this is a very sustainable, perhaps
once-in-a-career (or company’s lifetime)
opportunity to adapt and place air cargo’s
importance and relevance forward in your
organisation, and change for the better.
Cargo by air as before will never return;
the distribution of air cargo is shifting to
ever greater control of e-commerce service
providers. Other than their own-controlled
lift, these companies will certainly be looking
for reliable and quality-driven air capacity; the
trick here is do you have a business plan or
strategy that will allow you to be more than
a low-margin common carrier? We know you
can do better, and we are geared to share that
knowledge.
How has your organisation been adapting
to the new environment?
One adaptation will be the increased focus on
data solutions via Cargo Community Systems,
and the implementation of the SASI ‘Data and
Logistics Corridor’ methodology for airports.
This, coupled with our training programmes,
will provide the answers and solutions that are
needed today, to ensure immediate remedial
actions and future planning.
Elephants in the room
We have not discussed the elephants in
the room such as geopolitics, nearshoring,
reshoring, the possible elimination of JIT and
lean manufacturing techniques on high-value
goods which are typically using airfreight. No
one will repatriate toy manufacturing, but
you can be sure every boardroom – especially
those in high-value verticals such as aerospace,
automotive, healthcare and electronics – is
discussing how to make sure this will never
happen to them again. The hardest hit will be
scheduled airlines and the airports they serve,
and all the stakeholder therein.
SASI has many solutions to this new way of
doing business. We have been teaching the
techniques through our training activities to
major airlines, airports, GSSA and GHA globally
for years.
The obvious implication of the lost belly
capacity is that freighters will play a more
important role. How do you see that

freighter market evolving in the next few
years?
Freighters are more and more being tied up as
they become available by operators associated
with e-commerce majors. Examples are Atlas,
with the majority of its fleet tied to either DHL
(Polar) or Amazon through Titan dry leases
combined with a CMI agreement with Atlas
to fly them. Southern Air, owned by Atlas,
flies for DHL as well, and has CMI agreements
for DHL. Kalitta has 20+ aircraft operating
for DHL; ATSG Miami the same, and now
smaller low-cost regionals in USA, and I expect
soon Europe will fly smaller-gauge 737Fs for
Amazon.
Independent all cargo operators like ABC
and Cargolux have to now reconsider their
marketing strategy to survive, as it was always
‘forwarder friendly’ – in the case of Cargolux
even naming freighters after forwarders. These
same forwarders are facing huge challenges
as the market leans more and more as a
distribution channel for e-commerce service
providers.
There are an estimated 100,000+ companies
involved today in e-retailing and this is
expanding daily through necessity to compete.
The usual suspects are there, Amazon, Alibaba,
etc., but many smaller e-retailers flock to
the new e-commerce consolidators to deal
with airlines. The reason is simple: scheduled
airlines have not embraced the need to
become a real player in air logistics, with only
a few exceptions; that means providing at
minimum an airport-to-door solution for B2B
and B2C e-retailers.
Price pressure
If you think price pressure was hard pre Covid
19, just wait until megaliths like Amazon,
Alibaba and the few large forwarders control
most of the high-value air cargo and see what
they are willing to pay going forward. Small
and medium (SME) enterprises in both retail
and the forwarding business are not the
enemy – they are struggling and need solutions
to compete.
FedEx and UPS are changing a very expensive
B2B product into a competitive B2B and B2C
service provider, and the grief for them is all
on the ground and costs. But they have the
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freighters, and are adding more.
Scheduled airlines that have a mix of passenger
aircraft and freighters are the ones best
positioned to optimise revenues longer term if
they embrace a new business model.
E-commerce consolidators
Large e-commerce consolidators are no
different than large forwarders, buy in bulk
from airlines who only sell space, and sell high;
the profits flow to them from the difference
between buy and sell, and it will be huge.
So, freighters will dominate as a capacity
provider for years to come as large
e-commerce companies service providers
control most capacity. But as pax lower deck
comes slowly back into the market, smart
airlines will understand they have a far superior
capability with point-to-point direct capacity
to make a big impact in the e-commerce
field. But will they invest in becoming ‘virtual
integrators’, or will they give it away? Any
boardroom discussion where the cargo
department is not promoting retail solutions
to greatly improve cargo yields in the belly and
contribution to getting widebodies profitable
again is missing a great opportunity, one that
has not come about in the past 30 years.
Any other comments?
The world of air logistics now revolves around
three key elements:
1) Transparency throughout – only possible
with data capability end to end, simple access
to all on a handheld, for example through
dashboards or apps.
2) Speed: overnight or two-day possibilities
are there for scheduled airlines; make your
airline and your airport partners ready to
exploit that to your mutual benefit.
3) Quality: products that – due to your own
airline’s capabilities, unique service elements,
professional staff and above all a ‘delivered as
promised’ mantra – must become the driver.
Safe, secure and no damages. Hubs offering
cargo products in transit with the speed of
passenger transit luggage will succeed in
attracting high value verticals that need it.
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Supply chains transition to
a new normal
Studies indicate post-coronavirus logistics will involve adjustments to transport
flows and warehouse networks, fresh impetus to digitalisation and automation
initiatives, and moving from procurement by cost to procurement for resilience,
reports Will Waters

As the air freight sector begins its recovery
from the first wave of the Covid-19 pandemic,
the scale of the disruption worldwide along
with other recent geopolitical trends leave
major questions about short- and mid-term air
freight and economic growth, as well as midand long-term questions about the future of
globalisation – and the global outsourcing
pattern that has been a major driver for air
freight’s development in the last two decades.
Questions include how serious is this threat?
Are we talking about a reversal of outsourcing
or a slowing of its development? To what
extent could this happen, and how quickly?
And which commodity types or verticals does
this apply to?
Although the potential unravelling of the
global supply chain patterns of the last two
decades clearly cannot happen overnight,
there have been signs of a desire among
some – particularly in the US – to ‘de-couple’
from China. And the risks exposed by the
extreme events of the Covid-19 pandemic
appear to have accelerated the trend to want
to reduce or spread companies’ perceived
risk of over-reliance on China, or any single
manufacturing source – although it remains
somewhat unclear how fast or to what extent
real-world change will happen in practice.
And the changes discussed involve wider
improvements in supply chain management
practices and processes, not simply geographic
or geopolitical realignments.
According to a study published in July by DHL
and supply chain academic Richard Wilding,
global supply chains are likely to go through
a two-phase transition to a post-coronavirus
‘new normal’ that will involve adjustments
18

to freight transport flows and warehouse
networks, fresh impetus towards digitalisation
and automation initiatives, and moving from an
era dominated by procurement for cost to an
era marked by procurement for resilience.
The ‘Transition to a new normal’ white paper
on post-corona supply chains suggests that
industries and supply chains will not be the
same post-coronavirus as they were before.
While today only the outlines of the exact
formation of that ‘new normal’ can be seen,
industries will not immediately move into a
post-corona phase and return to business as
usual, the report highlights.
Interim phase
With scientists searching diligently for

“We saw during the trade war between US and
China that countries like Vietnam, Indonesia
and Thailand benefitted, and I think that kind of
trend will continue to accelerate”
Jens Bjørn Andersen, CEO of DSV Panalpina
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supply chain leaders will have to take a closer
look at tier 2 and tier 3 suppliers as well to
check if they are able to keep up with the
flow of goods. Furthermore, the demand will
be more volatile and consumer tastes may
erratically fluctuate, increasing the need for
flexible and alternative transportation flows
and warehouse networks.”
While online shopping will be more prevalent
and direct-to-consumer sales will increase,
other retail channels and industries will be
disrupted, the report noted, adding: “These are
just some of the facets that influence modern
supply chains.”

”
In the new normal, if
your supply chain is
the same as the one
that you had precoronavirus, you’re
probably doing
something wrong

”

RICHARD WILDING

a vaccine against the disease and many
businesses are still managing the crisis, “any
iteration of normalcy is still a distant goal”, it
notes. “In the meantime, an interim phase – the
pre-new normal – will bridge the gap between
lockdown and the new normal.”
Obviously, some industries were hit harder
by the pandemic than others and thus will
recover more slowly, it notes. However, the
report indicates that various implications
for businesses, supply chains, and supply
chain leaders can be subsumed under four
categories: Resilience issues; Demand-related
issues; Transportation & Warehousing-related
issues; and Workplace-related issues.
Richard Wilding, professor of Supply Chain
Strategy at Cranfield University, commented:
“As in every crisis, the strengths but also the
weaknesses of the system become visible. To
become better, it is important to learn from
such emergency situations. In the new normal,
if your supply chain is the same as the one that
you had pre-coronavirus, you’re probably doing
something wrong.”
Pre-new normal
On the basis of the anticipated two-phase
transition to a ‘new normal’, the study notes
that in a pre-new normal world, supply chains
will be re-shaped to make them more resilient.
“For instance, the fact that both manufacturing
and warehouse locations were equally affected
by regional lockdowns and varying regulations
will result in more distributed manufacturing,
storage, dual sourcing, re-shoring, and nearshoring in the future,” it noted.
“Instead of focusing solely on tier 1 suppliers,
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It also highlighted that configuring post
coronavirus workplaces to meet social
distancing and sanitation guidelines will also
affect the work styles in both warehouses
and offices. “For remote working, information
systems will need to be robust and capable
of supporting a distributed workforce by
providing access to appropriate data and
systems,” it notes.
“Warehouse processes need to be adapted to
the new standards, such as one-way systems,
distributed picking faces, or socially distanced
packing areas. Just as procuring for resilience
will become an increased focus, remote
working will disrupt established processes,
providing fresh impetus for digitalization and
automation initiatives.”
Supply chain re-assessment
Meanwhile, a separate report from DHL’s
supply chain risk management platform
Resilience 360 confirmed that COVID-19 was
forcing shippers to profoundly re-assess their
supply chains geographically, with over half
intending to diversify their supplier base postpandemic – including many looking to reduce
their reliance on the Far East and specifically
China, while two thirds are looking to source
goods more locally, and others at additional
stockpiling.
The report, entitled COVID-19: The Future
of Supply Chain is based on the findings of a
survey from The Business Continuity Institute
(BCI) and revealed that fewer than half of
organisations (49.5%) reported having a plan
in place that sufficiently covered them for the
supply chain issues encountered during the
pandemic. And the difficulties that arose as a
result of not having sufficient plans in place
have prompted many organisations to change
their supply chain planning going forward:
53.2% plan to write a comprehensive pandemic
19
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plan, and a further 32.3% will adapt current
plans to ensure they cover supply chain issues
in enough depth.
Nearly three quarters of organisations (73%)
encountered some or significant detrimental
effect on the supply side during the pandemic,
with 64.8% reporting the same on the demand
side. One in five organisations, however,
reported an increased demand for their
products and services. IT, telecommunications
and pharmaceutical organisations, for example,
noticed an increased demand, whereas other
organisations launched new products and
services geared to catering for differing
customer needs during the pandemic.
The report went on to highlight that the
pandemic has caused many organisations
to carry out due diligence deeper in their
supply chains going forward. It confirmed that
although organisations had largely carried
out good levels of due diligence – such as
determining suppliers’ location and obtaining
business continuity plans – among their tier 1
supplier base, such due diligence started to tail
off beyond tier 2.
“The pandemic caused disruptions to many
organisations’ supply chains beyond tier
1: many European based manufacturers,
for example, are heavily reliant on Asia for
components which caused issues for many
organisations’ tier 1 suppliers. As a result,
nearly two-thirds of organisations plan to
perform deeper due diligence going forward,”
the report noted.

Diversifying supplier base
The report also revealed that more than
half of organisations intend to diversify their
supplier base post-pandemic, with the Far
East set to become the biggest casualty:
57.2% of respondents are looking to diversify
their supplier base post-COVID-19 and, for
many organisations, this means reducing their
reliance on the Far East. Almost three in ten
organisations (29.9%) will source less from
the Far East, with a further 13.2% sourcing less
from China.
Finally, it noted that local sourcing will
become more mainstream, with two-thirds
of organisations (66.2%) planning to source
goods more locally post-pandemic, with
a fifth (20.8%) reporting they will move a
considerable number of suppliers more locally.
Although a further fifth will be engaging in
more stockpiling post-pandemic, many are
using local sourcing as a more cost-effective
way of ensuring goods can be acquired quickly
and efficiently.
Bold moves
Separately, a study by US management
consulting firm McKinsey & Company
indicates that the coronavirus pandemic’s
“unprecedented tests” are inspiring companies
to consider bold moves in rebuilding their
supply chains for the future. The ‘Resetting

supply chains for the next normal’ study, in
which McKinsey & Company surveyed 60
senior supply chain executives in the second
quarter of 2020 from across industries
and geographies, noted that as businesses
embark on the journey to recovery, “supply
chain leaders are telling us that they have no
intention of returning to the status quo ante”.
The overwhelming majority of respondents
said that the crisis had revealed weaknesses in
their supply chains that they’re now working
to address. For example, 73% encountered
problems in their supplier base, and 75% faced
problems with production and distribution.
In the food and consumer goods industries,
100% of respondents had experienced
production and distribution problems, and 91%
had problems with suppliers.
Inefficient digital technologies
Furthermore, 85% of respondents struggled
with inefficient digital technologies in their
supply chains. And while just over half of the
executives felt that they had been able to
manage supply chain planning following the
abrupt introduction of remote working, 48%
said the changes had slowed down decisionmaking in planning, the report found.
The sample was broadly aligned on the
actions they want to take in response to
those challenges: about 93% of respondents
said that they plan to increase the level of

“Good practice suggests that such due
diligence should happen pre-contract phase
so organisations can be aware of any potential
issues – such as over-reliance on a particular
geography – before engaging a supplier.”
Technology role
The report also underlined that more
organisations are using technology to help
them perform the required due diligence,
noting: “There has been a discernible increase
in the use of technology during the pandemic
to help with supply chain planning and
strategy: 57.1% of organisations are using their
own internal systems and spreadsheets for
supply chain mapping, whilst 13.5% are using
specialist tools – a notable uptick on the 22.6%
recorded in the BCI Supply Chain Resilience
2019 report. Furthermore, of those who are
not currently using tools, a fifth are now
considering purchasing a specialist tool.”
20

Source: BCI Supply Chain Resilience Report 2020
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resilience across their supply chain, using a
variety of mechanisms, including dual sourcing
of raw materials, increasing their inventories
of critical products and, to a lesser extent, by
near-shoring, dual-sourcing, or regionalising
their supply chains.
The survey also found that respondents see an
urgent need to get better control over their
supply chain technology, “which will likely be
possible only with a skilled workforce trained
to use new digital tools at speed and scale.
“Some 90% of leaders surveyed said they plan
to increase the amount of digital supply chain
talent within their organisations, through a
combination of in-house reskilling and external
hires. Just over half also expect permanent
changes to their planning processes in the
next normal, such as greater centralisation of
planning activities, shorter planning cycles, and
introducing advanced analytics techniques,”
the study noted.
Budgets not the main constraint
“Intriguingly, only 11% of respondents said that
budgets were a constraint on their ambitions

to make these changes, suggesting that
resilience requires smart investments, not just
pouring money into the supply chain.”
The study underlined that in order to succeed
in the “next normal,” companies will need
more than “makeshift, duct-tape solutions”
that address specific problems.
“The coronavirus pandemic has already
exposed gaps in many existing setups, and it
may also drive long-term changes in customer
requirements and behaviours,” it noted. “For
example, consumers who switched to on-line
retail channels during the crisis, or who opted
for curb-side and in-store pickup of online
orders, may stick to their new behaviour
well beyond the pandemic. And the desire to
retain the environmental benefits that were a
byproduct of reduced economic activity may
lead to an increase emphasis on sustainability
in future business operations.
It concluded: “We believe that leaders should
take this moment not just to fix their supply
chains temporarily, but to transform them.
Reimagining supply chains to avoid past traps
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and meet future needs will require a more
comprehensive approach.”
Accelerating existing trend
At the start of this year, before the pandemic
took hold, Bank of America (BofA) published
the findings of a global survey in which it
argued that supply chains for companies with
a combine market capital of US$22 trillion
were on the move. Highlighting the early
signs of a reversal in the multi-decade trend
towards globalised outsourcing, it found
that many companies in North America
were planning to ‘re-shore’ production,
noting that although most of these planned
relocations were small compared to their total
production, it described the breadth of the
shift was striking.
“At the time, we characterized these
movements as ‘tectonic’ – slow moving,
persistent with major changes to the business
environment,” BofA noted. “COVID-19 has
accelerated our calculus. Stepping back, global
supply chains were built to maximize returns
by optimizing labour cost arbitrage and lower
overheads.
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Fragile supply chains
“The pandemic has, however, exposed the
fragility of far-flung supply chains and a
fresh survey of our analysts reveals that
companies in more than 80% of global sectors
experienced supply chain disruptions during
COVID-19.”
As a direct follow-on to these disruptions,
it said three-quarters plan to enhance the
scope of their pre-existing plans to re-shore
production.
“While disruptions from the pandemic
might have acted as a catalyst to accelerate
reshoring, we believe that the underlying
structural reasons are grounded in an
ongoing shift to ‘stakeholder capitalism’,
where corporations focus on shareholders’
interests as well as the broader community
of consumers, employees and the state,” it
noted. “As a case in point, a survey of BofA
analysts suggests that companies in 75% of
global sectors in North America and Asia
Pacific and 67% in Europe are expecting to
face additional scrutiny around their supply
chains from governments, corporate boards
and shareholders.

Although other analysts and logistics
executives have pointed towards a likely partial
withdrawal from manufacturing in China by
many international businesses, most likely
starting with more politically sensitive and
security-sensitive verticals, the BofA analysis
“suggests that a US$1 trillion capex cycle,
spread over a five-year period, would support
the shift of all foreign manufacturing in China
that is not intended for consumption in China”.
US$1trn cost ‘not prohibitive’
The US bank said the outlay was “significant
but not prohibitive”, arguing that the reshoring move would have beneficial effects in
the long term.

BofA added: “We expect corporate
management and policymakers to aggressively
explore ways with which to offset the higher
operating costs associated with re-shoring. We
don’t expect a silver bullet, but we were struck
by the universal declaration (in our survey)
of intent to automate in future locations.
Policymakers are also expected to help
through tax breaks, low-cost loans and other
subsidies with recent announcements to that
effect from the US, Japan, the EU, India and
Taiwan (amongst others).”
However, other logistics executives have
played down the prospect of the economic
crisis triggered by the coronavirus calling

Reversing trade policies
BofA highlighted that its research has also
shown how the world is becoming more
“government-heavy”, with heterodox policies
reversing 40 years of free, global markets.
“We believe that government scrutiny of
supply chain locations will be primarily driven
by national security considerations and note
that the US has recognised China as a strategic
competitor – a view articulated in National
Defense Strategy documents. Similarly, the
European Union in March 2019 concluded
that the ‘the balance of challenges and
opportunities presented by China has shifted’,”
the report noted.
The BofA study noted that “this geo-political
assessment is resulting in a combination of
legislation, incentives as well as moral suasion
to relocate supply chains from China to
alternative jurisdictions”.
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Source: BCI Supply Chain Resilience Report 2020

“While each of these stakeholders are
examining the location of supply chains from
very different perspectives, they are arriving
at the same conclusion: namely, portions
of supply chains should relocate, preferably
within national borders and failing that, to
countries that are deemed allies.”
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Source: DHL ‘Transition to a new normal’ report

globalisation into question or promoting
outsourcing away from China to a significant
degree.
“I would very much doubt it,” commented
Eric Hémar, president of France’s leading TLF
logistics association and CEO one of France’s
fastest-growing independent logistics groups,
ID Logistics. But he said there is likely to be
some shift. “We are very likely to see some
re-positioning of supply chains on the part
of major shippers to elsewhere in Asia or to
Europe in order to reduce their dependence
on China,” he noted.
While the re-emergence of a certain amount
of near-sourcing would benefit surface
transport-oriented logistics firms, it could have
a negative impact in the longer term for air and
ocean specialists, Hémar highlighted.
“But I don’t see any major changes in this
respect in the years to come as the necessity
to produce at low cost will be stronger than
ever,” he noted. “However, there may well be
some supply chain re-allocation from China to
neighbouring countries.”
Greater complexity
Jens Bjørn Andersen, CEO of freight
forwarding and logistics giant DSV Panalpina,
believes that in the post-coronavirus
world, supply chains will be more complex,

e-commerce demand will accelerate, and the
largest global freight forwarders will continue
to increase their market share. “There’s no
doubt that a lot of customers have asked
themselves how can we make sure that we do
not get caught out again in a situation where
a country closes down and we are basically in
limbo,” Andersen commented.

E-commerce factors
He also predicted the strong surge in
e-commerce in recent months would continue
post-coronavirus. While some have predicted
e-commerce markets will be dominated by the
likes of DHL, Amazon, Alibaba, UPS and FedEx,
Andersen believes freight forwarders will also
prosper.

And he said the reactions of manufacturers to
the US-China trade war tariffs offered some
insight into how companies would source
products in future. “We saw during the trade
war between US and China that countries like
Vietnam, Indonesia and Thailand benefitted,
and I think that kind of trend will continue to
accelerate,” he said.

“This trend will not negatively impact freight
forwarders,” he added. “On the contrary, there
will be a higher demand for the services that
we offer our customers.

But he does not expect mass onshoring or
near-shoring by companies serving European
and North American markets, noting: “I don’t
so much believe that you will take production
back home to your next-door neighbour. It’s
for good reason that companies have sourced
products from suppliers in Asia.
“You will simply in many cases not be
competitive if the price [of production]
differentiation is large. You will find a few
examples of US companies dragging some
production into Mexico maybe, but I don’t
think it’s going to happen to a large degree.”
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“Assuming that products still come from
Asia, the (intercontinental) freight market will
still be the same, with the same amount of
products coming from Asia into Europe. It’s
just when it hits Europe that the product and
services we offer customers will need to be
different, of course.
“Instead of doing high-speed freight or retail
deliveries, we will do deliveries to consumers
directly, which is a more interesting business
proposition, a more complex product.
“You make less money – we all know how
cheap it is to get shoes sent to your home; you
basically pay nothing for it. But still it’s a very
high-volume business. This is something we are
considerably strengthening now by rolling out
our e-commerce platform into more and more
countries.”
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For the freighter good
PPE traffic and soaring e-commerce volumes, combined with staffing challenges, have
kept up the pressure on airport cargo operations despite the collapse in airline belly
capacity, reports Ian Putzger

Like their counterparts in other regions, North
American airports are still coming to terms
with the new reality of near-empty passenger
terminals and overflowing cargo facilities.
At Hartsfield Jackson Atlanta International
Airport labour on the cargo side has been
a problem. Handlers reported losing staff
every time there was a spike in the COVID-19
infection rate in the area, said Elliott Paige,
director of air service development.
“We try to get people let go by the airlines, but
they had to give up their badges. We’re getting
more cargo – PPE, e-commerce – but not
enough staff and we’re not badging them fast
enough,” he said.

Freighter boom
This is particularly challenging as most airports
have seen a sharp increase in freighter flights,
which dump large volumes in one go. At
Edmonton International Airport freighter
flights were up 58% in May. One weekend saw
three Antonov 124 freighters arrive within 24
hours.

intensive. Vancouver International Airport
has hosted more than 600 of those ‘mini
freighters’ since March, according to Jason Tse,
manager commercial leasing – cargo.

“Multiple times we handled multiple widebody
freighters simultaneously,” recalled Alex Lowe,
manager of cargo business development.

Rickenbacker airport staff came up with a
home-grown solution for passenger aircraft on
which the seats have been removed. Working
together with the airline’s engineering division,
they obtained permission to bring portable
roller conveyors on board, which are rolled out
and tilted to facilitate the movement of boxes.

Passenger aircraft used for cargo missions
have been another challenge, as the loading
and unloading process is slow and labour-

“It takes an additional 90-120 minutes for
cabin loading,” noted Frank Mena, CEO North
America of Swissport.

“This not only sped up the unloading process,
it also allowed us to do it with less manpower
and decreased fatigue to our staff,” reported
Bryan Schreiber, manager, air cargo business
development at the Columbus Regional Airport
Authority.
Rickenbacker saw a record breaking 120
international freighter arrivals in June, which
also set a new record in monthly tonnage

”
We expect a
40% cut in our
revenues this year,
but expenditures
are only cut 20%

”

E L L I O T T PA I G E
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While the passenger hubs clocked up volume
declines, cargo airports have gone strong.
Chicago Rockford International Airport had an
increase in cargo north of the 30%mark in the
first quarter, and the second continued strong.
“Through June we’re up 25%, year on year,”
reported cargo director Ken Ryan.

”

for the airport. With PPE flights easing, that
volume was not sustainable, but July’s tally was
still higher than expected, Schreiber remarked.

With the rise of
e-commerce, our
stations are busier
than ever. One of
our challenges is
that facilities are
not easy to come by

He was particularly pleased about the
inception of a weekly 747-400 freighter in
June, when Senator International extended its
dedicated transatlantic operation to Rockford.
“We’ve been working for years to get a big
scheduled freighter that brings heavy freight,”
he said. Most of the airport’s growth in recent
years has been from parcel traffic of UPS and
Amazon.

late June Wen-Parker Logistics organised a
string of charters from Hanoi to the airport.

Forwarders have been a driving force at
Rickenbacker as well. Between mid-May and

According to Schreiber, this is not the only
forwarder that has organised charters. “We’ve

”

FRANK MENA
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seen some come in with charter programmes,”
he said, adding that some have expressed
interest to do more.
Cargo airports gaining traction
Such developments suggest that cargo airports
are gaining more traction, potentially for the
long term. Schreiber is wary of the comfort
of established routines for operators, but he
does see indications of heightened interest in
alternative gateways.
“Innovative companies are catching on. It
started with some of our smaller, nimbler
fashion forwarders and their airline partners,
but the big guys are catching on,” he remarked.
Belly capacity still down drastically
While freighters have been going strong, belly
capacity is still down drastically.
“Our passenger business was hit very hard. At
one point we were down in the 90% range.
More recently it started to come up, then
the second wave of infections flattened the
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”
Multiple times
we handled
multiple widebody
freighters
simultaneously

”

A L E X LOW E

curve again,” reported Emir Pineda, manager,
aviation trade & logistics at the Miami-Dade
Aviation Department, which manages Miami
International Airport. During the summer
months several international carriers resumed
flights to the airport, bringing back important
belly lift.
Some sectors have been hurt by the implosion
of belly capacity. For some exporters in
the catchment area of Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport (Sea-Tac), such as
shippers of live shellfish, the passenger
schedule – with multiple daily departures
to major markets like China – was perfect,
noted Tom Green, the airport’s senior cargo
manager. This cannot be replaced with
freighters, given frequencies and transit times,
he added.
The surge in freighter activity was fuelled
primarily by the scramble for PPE imports.
This segment aside, the chief engine for
increases in volumes around North America
has been the explosive growth in e-commerce.

E-commerce went a long way towards alleviating the slump in belly
cargo. Despite the loss of international passenger connections,
Edmonton’s volume was up 7% in the first three months, and traffic
continued strong in the second quarter, reported Lowe. Likewise,
Sea-Tac suffered large drops in its belly cargo (a lot on international
sectors), but gains in freighter traffic brought overall tonnage close to
the level of the first six months of 2019 (down 0.3%).

At Sea-Tac, freighter landings were up 6%
in the first half of the year. “A lot of that is
e-commerce,” said Green.

Miami and Dallas/Fort Worth (DFW) also lost large chunks of their
passenger flights but managed to contain decline in cargo throughput
to single digits.

Rockford rise
Rockford’s 25% rise in throughput over the
period was driven chiefly by the parcel traffic
of UPS and Amazon, the airport’s largest users.

Several airports, including DFW and Rickenbacker, are working with the
US Customs & Border Protection agency to develop solutions that can
speed up the flow of e-commerce while maintaining adequate security
standards. Initially much of the e-commerce flow into the US has gone
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through the coastal gateways, but interest
in inland gateways, which offer shorter
distribution distances, has been growing,
noted John Ackerman, executive vicepresident, global strategy and development
at DFW.
Prior to the outbreak Miami positioned itself
as a gateway for international e-commerce
flows to Latin America. It became a
designated external customs entry point
for e-commerce headed to Brazil under
a scheme offered by the national postal
service. These goods are routed through
Miami and pre-cleared there, allowing for
shorter transit times in Brazil.

Lower transit activity
The loss of belly connectivity has
undermined transit activity, but the
fundamentals remain unchanged, said
Ackermann. “The market is still there; the
strategy is still sound,” he commented.
DFW has positioned itself as a transit point
for traffic between Asia and Latin America.
Progress there suffered a setback by the
suspension of Avianca’s A330 freighter link
between the airport and Bogota. On the
other hand, Qatar Airways’ freighter from
Latin America to DFW and on to Europe has
been full coming in, Ackerman said.
Capacity squeezed
While passenger terminals are near-empty,
the relentless increase of e-commerce is
squeezing cargo capacity at a number of
airports.
“With the rise of e-commerce, our stations
are busier than ever. One of our challenges
is that facilities are not easy to come by,”
said Mena. He described Houston, Boston,
Atlanta and Chicago as extremely congested.
Swissport is also looking for expansion

opportunities in LA, San Francisco, Seattle
and New York JFK.
Rockford is building a 100,000 sq ft
cargo facility, which Ryan expects to be
operational by the spring. When this
building is full, a 90,000 sq ft one will be
the next project. In addition, the airport is
spending $10 million on ramp expansion to
create parking positions for three B747-8s.
Rockford is building a 100,000 sq ft new
cargo facility, expected to be operational
by spring, plus a $10m ramp expansion to
create parking positions for three B747-8s
Vancouver opened a ‘locked’ cargo facility
(to keep screened and unscreened flows
separate) and plans to introduce a facility
for tail-to-tail transfers in the fourth quarter.
“We have plans underway to address the
immediate space needs for one of our
integrators and we are looking at longerterm needs for supporting players in
the e-commerce space, while cautiously
keeping in mind how e-commerce logistics
may potentially mature in coming years,”
remarked Tse. Beyond that, he is looking to
shift focus more to the marketing side and
pursue CEIV Fresh.
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These flows dried up with the spread of
COVID-19 but re-started in the summer.
Pineda had plans to develop similar
arrangements for other Latin American
countries, which have been postponed for
the time being. Apparel firms in the US have
shown interest in order to get better access
to the region, he said.

Our passenger business
was hit very hard. At one
point we were down in the
90% range. More recently it
started to come up, then the
second wave of infections
f lattened the curve again

”

EMIR PINEDA

Sea-Tac also needs more cargo capacity. “The
need to grow on the cargo side is still with us,” said
Green, stressing that airport investment decisions
should take the different dynamics of the various
business segments into consideration. E-commerce
capacity development especially cannot be delayed,
he added.
Edmonton, which has obtained CEIV certification,
has kept adding cargo infrastructure for years,
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including special facilities for live animal and
perishables traffic.
“We’re continuing planning for the next
phase of cargo facility development,” said
Lowe. Over the next 12-24 months the
airport intends to move ahead with plans
on airside warehouses, potentially with
enhanced cold chain capabilities.
Atlanta is preparing an RFP for a cargo
terminal on a 63-acre lot. “My aim is to get
it out by the last quarter of this year. We’ll
probably have to leave it for six months or
a year so stakeholders can get together and
put together a proposal,” said Paige.
The plan is for a state-of-the art cargo
building that can handle any kind of cargo
and includes the installation of sewer pipes
and telephone lines.

He added that this does not mean outright
ownership of the buildings. “We just need
more control. There are other ways,” he
said.
The financial situation of most airports
puts a question mark over funding for new
developments.
“We expect a 40% cut in our revenues this
year, but expenditures are only cut 20%. We
spend more than we’re making just to keep
things going,” said Paige.
“Revenues are down, budgets are down and
airlines are regularly saying they want to pay
less,” remarked Green.
Some plans have slipped on the agenda.
“With COVID, things like digitisation got
pushed back towards the end of the table a
bit,” Green said.
Swissport was aiming to roll out service
kiosks this year, but this has been
postponed. Mena hopes this can get under
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way in the first quarter of 2021, starting with
the handler’s flagship facility in Chicago.
At DFW a data sharing platform was
launched two weeks before the pandemic
hit traffic in North America. Most of the
handlers at the airport are online, so
forwarders can book slots for pick-up and
drop-off, but the initiative has been in low
gear until recently.
“We collectively agreed we had to focus on
running our business and deal with COVID
first,” said Ackerman. “I think the pandemic
makes it more important to have a digital
platform,” he added.
In Miami Pineda wants to go ahead with
the concept. “We presented our executive
staff with the idea to implement a cargo
community system. This would be value
added and help us in future manage our
airport, lower cost, reduce congestion
– especially with trucking – and improve
efficiency,” he said.

”

At DFW the airport authority is getting
more involved in the cargo business than
the traditional landlord role embraced by
most US airports. “We feel we need to have
control over our cargo buildings and ramps,”
said Ackerman.

With COVID, things like
digitisation got pushed
back towards the end of
the table

”

TOM GREEN

Paige sees one additional benefit of Atlanta’s
CCS in the present situation. “It doesn’t only
increase efficiency and security, there is also
less danger of passing the virus via paper
documents,” he noted.
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Mission of the century
Air freight’s capabilities will be crucial to the quick and efficient
transport and distribution of COVID-19 vaccines, but will not happen
without careful advance planning, IATA warns
The International Air Transport Association (IATA)
has urged governments to begin careful planning
now with logistics and life sciences industry
stakeholders and international agencies to ensure full
preparedness for when vaccines for COVID-19 are
approved and available for distribution, warning of
potentially severe capacity constraints in transporting
vaccines by air.
IATA stressed that air cargo plays a key role in the
distribution of vaccines in normal times through wellestablished global time- and temperature-sensitive
distribution systems. And this capability will be crucial
to the quick and efficient transport and distribution
of COVID-19 vaccines when they are available,
but “it will not happen without advance planning,
led by governments and supported by industry
stakeholders”.
Stating that safely delivering COVID-19 vaccines will
be “the mission of the century for the global air cargo
industry”, IATA’s director general and CEO Alexandre
de Juniac said “the time for that careful advance
planning is now”, adding: “We urge governments
to take the lead in facilitating cooperation across
the logistics chain so that the facilities, security
arrangements and border processes are ready for the
mammoth and complex task ahead.”
Facilities, security, borders, capacity
In a message coordinated with key representatives
from key global vaccine players including UNICEF
and Gavi, the Vaccine Alliance, IATA highlighted four
key areas needing urgent consideration: facilities;
security; border processes; and capacity.
On facilities, IATA stressed that vaccines must be
handled and transported in line with international
regulatory requirements, at controlled temperatures
and without delay, to ensure the quality of the
product. “While there are still many unknowns
– number of doses, temperature sensitivities,
manufacturing locations, etc. – it is clear that the
scale of activity will be vast, that cold chain facilities
will be required and that delivery to every corner of
the planet will be needed,” the association said.
Priorities for preparing facilities for this distribution
30

include: availability of temperature-controlled
facilities and equipment – maximising the use or repurposing of existing infrastructure and minimising
temporary builds; availability of staff trained to
handle time- and temperature-sensitive vaccines;
robust monitoring capabilities to ensure the integrity
of the vaccines is maintained.
Valuable commodity
On security, IATA emphasised that the Covid-19
vaccines “will be highly valuable commodities”,
highlighting: “Arrangements must be in place to
keep ensure that shipments remain secure from
tampering and theft. Processes are in place to keep
cargo shipments secure, but the potential volume of
vaccine shipments will need early planning to ensure
that they are scalable.”
Looking at border processes, IATA stressed that
“working effectively with health and customs
authorities will be essential to ensure timely
regulatory approvals, adequate security measures,
appropriate handling and customs clearance. This
could be a particular challenge given that, as part of
COVID-19 prevention measures, many governments
have put in place measures that increase processing
times.”
It said priorities for border processes include:
Introducing fast-track procedures for overflight and
landing permits for operations carrying the COVID-19
vaccine; exempting flight crew members from
quarantine requirements to ensure cargo supply
chains are maintained; supporting temporary traffic
rights for operations carrying the COVID-19 vaccines
where restrictions may apply; removing operating
hour curfews for flights carrying the vaccine to
facilitate the most flexible global network operations;
granting priority on arrival of those vital shipments
to prevent possible temperature excursions due to
delays; and considering tariff relief to facilitate the
movement of the of the vaccine.
Capacity challenge
On top of the transport preparations and
coordination needed, IATA said governments “must
also consider the current diminished cargo capacity
of the global air transport industry”. It warned that,
CARGO AIRPORTS & AIRLINE SERVICES / AUTUMN 2020
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with the severe downturn in passenger traffic,
airlines have downsized networks and put
many aircraft into remote long-term storage.
“The global route network has been reduced
dramatically from the pre-COVID 24,000 city
pairs,” IATA stressed. “The WHO, UNICEF and
Gavi have already reported severe difficulties in
maintaining their planned vaccine programmes
during the COVID-19 crisis due, in part, to
limited air connectivity.
The association stressed that the potential
size of the vaccine delivery operation “is
enormous”, noting that “just providing a single
dose to 7.8 billion people would fill 8,000
B747 cargo aircraft. Land transport will help,
especially in developed economies with local
manufacturing capacity; but vaccines cannot
be delivered globally without the significant
use air cargo.”
De Juniac added: “Even if we assume
that half the needed vaccines can be
transported by land, the air cargo industry
will still face its largest single transport
challenge ever. In planning their vaccine
programmes, particularly in the developing
world, governments must take very careful
consideration of the limited air cargo capacity
that is available at the moment. If borders
remain closed, travel curtailed, fleets grounded
and employees furloughed, the capacity to
deliver life-saving vaccines will be very much
compromised.”
Henrietta Fore, executive director of UNICEF,
commented: “The whole world is eagerly
awaiting a safe COVID vaccine. It is incumbent
on all of us to make sure that all countries have
safe, fast and equitable access to the initial
doses when they are available. As the lead
agency for the procurement and supply of the
COVID vaccine on behalf of the COVAX Facility,
UNICEF will be leading what could possibly be
the world’s largest and fastest operation ever.
The role of airlines and international transport
companies will be critical to this endeavour.”
Dr Seth Berkley, CEO of Gavi, the Vaccine
Alliance, commented: “Delivering billions
of doses of vaccine to the entire world
efficiently will involve hugely complex logistical
and programmatic obstacles all the way
along the supply chain. We look forward to
working together with government, vaccine
manufacturers and logistical partners to
ensure an efficient global roll-out of a safe and
affordable COVID-19 vaccine.”
CARGO AIRPORTS & AIRLINE SERVICES / AUTUMN 2020
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Alexandre de Juniac
Director General and CEO, IATA

Food Programme and UNICEF and other aid
agencies with regards to the logistic cluster;
we’ve engaged with numerous pharmaceutical
manufacturers and associations – so we can
assess the status and the readiness as it’s
progressing.
“We’re also working with our airlines, in terms
of global facilities, and with ground handlers
and with airports about readiness.”
He said IATA is also encouraging local air
freight community initiatives, highlighting that
the Frankfurt Airport community has “already
commenced local coordination with regards
to what they feel they need there as well –
because the scale of this doesn’t just impact
developing nations, it impacts all nations”.
Meanwhile, individual airline groups, such as
Air France KLM, “have instigated a significant
amount of work – looking at their African
network, for example”, Hughes noted.

COVAX global initiative
More than 170 countries are engaged in
discussions to potentially participate in COVAX,
a global initiative aimed at working with vaccine
manufacturers to provide countries worldwide
with equitable access to safe and effective
vaccines, once they are licensed and approved.

”

Even if we assume
that half the needed
vaccines can be
transported by land,
the air cargo industry
will still face its
largest single transport
challenge ever

”

Co-led by the World Health Organization
(WHO), Gavi, and the Coalition for Epidemic
Preparedness Innovations (CEPI) – working
in partnership with vaccine manufacturers
– it is the only global initiative working with
governments and manufacturers to ensure
COVID-19 vaccines are available worldwide
to both higher-income and lower-income
countries. The WHO describes COVAX as the
world’s largest and most diverse COVID-19
vaccine portfolio, including nine candidate
vaccines with a further nine under evaluation
and conversations underway with other major
producers.
IATA’s global head of cargo Glyn Hughes said
that because of the scale of the challenge,
the association was already “working across
many fronts” to help co-ordinate air logistics
preparations for Covid-19 vaccine deliveries,
noting: “We have already commenced a large
number of meetings with various UN agencies;
we participate on a weekly call with the World

“So, I would say we’re encouraging discussions
at all levels, and we are trying to facilitate
the questions at this time that need to be
answered; what needs to be in place? And then
we can, collectively as an industry and as a
community, see how it’s best addressed.”
Final-mile delivery challenge
Like with e-commerce, he anticipates that the
biggest challenge with vaccine delivery will be
“the final mile”, particularly in some developing
countries and regions.
“That is where we, in our initial assessment,
would see the need for greatest focus,” Hughes
noted. “The airline industry, together with its
freight forwarding and airport partners and
ground handling partners, have already got a
very well established cool-chain solution or
controlled environment. It has a programme
called CEIV; but there’s also GDP, and there’s
other validations or verifications in place.
“A lot of the equipment manufacturers –
Envirotainer and others – have some great
equipment to ensure that the cargo can be
transported in a safe, temperature-controlled

ALEXANDRE DE JUNIAC
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Temperature excursions are not an option
Transporting pharmaceutical products destined for patients worldwide represents an
important responsibility. Drawing on the in-depth knowledge of our cool chain experts
and on our GDP-certified fleet and hub, we ensure the safe and expedient movement
of your high-value temperature sensitive shipments worldwide. Because we believe
temperature excursions are not an option!
www.cargolux.com | products@cargolux.com | follow us
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environment, from factory to airport from
airport to airport. So, right up to the point
upon clearance at destination, we feel that
there are good or adequate procedures in
place.

2020, logistics providers and their customers
face a challenge to rapidly establish medical
supply chains to deliver serums of unparalleled
amounts of more than ten billion doses
worldwide.

“We do need to scale those up, because right
now they do not adequately cover the entire
planet; but at least we’ve got a good basis to
look at how we could build, as an industry, hub
and spoke components to that particular part
of the transportation.”

It notes that currently, more than 250
vaccines are being developed and trialled.
And as COVID-19 vaccines have leapfrogged
development phases, “stringent temperature
requirements (up to -80°C) are likely to be
imposed for certain vaccines” to ensure that
their efficacy is maintained during transport
and warehousing.

Hughes continued: “The challenge will really
be once the cargo is cleared at destination,
and through to where it needs to be finally
distributed. If you take Africa, where cargo
would probably traditionally be about 90%
moved on passenger aircraft, international
passenger services have been so dramatically
curtailed during the current crisis. If a vaccine
were to be distributed today, there would just
be no way of distributing it throughout the
continent; the continent is too large; too many
borders; you can’t use road transport, you can’t
use ocean transport.

“This poses novel logistics challenges to

the existing medical supply chain that
conventionally distributes vaccines at around 2
to 8°C,” the paper notes.
The paper also highlights that “the scope of
this task is immense”, noting: “To provide global
coverage of COVID-19 vaccines, up to 200,000
pallet shipments and 15 million deliveries in
cooling boxes as well as 15,000 flights will be
required across the various supply chain setups.”
Katja Busch, chief commercial officer at DHL,
commented: “The COVID-19 crisis emerged
with an unprecedented breadth and impact.
It required governments, businesses, and

“So, it does require a very intricate, wellplanned logistical operation – almost to
military precision – to look at where the cargo
can arrive in safe conditions, and put the
preparations in place.
“Now those preparations – and this is just
an early assessment – would require core
facilities at various staging points throughout
the continent. It could be regional; it could be
national; it could be based on geographical
location of populations and demographics.

IATA’s observations are broadly
consistent with some analysis by
DHL, which highlighted that logistics
providers and their customers face a
challenge to rapidly establish medical
supply chains to deliver serums of
unparalleled amounts

“But you would certainly need to have a
big network of cold storage facilities, which
then would be used in the distribution of
the pharmaceuticals, so that they ultimately
could move from cold storage facility to cold
storage facility, until they would need to be
dispersed and distributed on a very local level.
So, that is our initial assessment of one of the
most significant challenges that needs to be
overcome.”
DHL conclusions
IATA’s observations are broadly consistent
with some analysis published in September
by DHL. Working with McKinsey & Company
as its analytics partner, its white paper
highlighted that with the first emergency
use authorisations for COVID-19 vaccines
expected to be effective in the last quarter of
34
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the logistics industry alike to adapt quickly to new
challenges.
“To protect lives against the pandemic, governments
have moved towards a more active role in medical
supply chains. Over the past few months, we have
demonstrated that sufficient planning and appropriate
partnerships within the supply chain can play a key role
as governments work to secure critical medical supplies
during health emergencies such as this.”
Public-private partnerships
Since the outbreak of the pandemic, bringing medical
supplies from their distant sources to use at the
frontline has been one of the most crucial activities
in pandemic response management in the first phase
of the health emergency, DHL notes, adding: “For PPE
specifically, inbound logistics were a major challenge due
to geographically concentrated production, limited air
freight capacity and a lack of inbound quality checks. To
ensure stable medical supply in a future health crisis, a
comprehensive setup of public health crisis strategies
and structures needs to be established by governments,
with partnerships from both public and private sectors.

Lehmacher: The bottleneck is
imagination

Framework for cooperation
To “kickstart the dialogue among the different actors
and improve pandemic resilience in medical supply
logistics”, DHL said it was providing “a framework for
the cooperation of logistics companies with authorities,
politicians, NGOs as well as the life sciences industry”.

The DHL analysis notes that once a safe and efficacious
vaccine is approved for use, “transport and logistics
promises to be the next challenge in the fight against
COVID-19 due to the sensitivity of vaccines to
environmental conditions”. It said the exact logistical
requirements for transport and storage will differ
between different vaccines or technology platforms,
as well as between the different supply chain steps.
“Nevertheless, it is important to plan ahead and
understand in detail the potential temperature

”

It said the framework would help “to establish measures
to ensure the most stable and safe supply chains
possible. Besides an emergency response plan, this
includes a partnership network, strong physical logistics
infrastructure and IT-enabled supply chain transparency.
Lastly, a response unit with a clear mandate should be
put in place to implement all critical activities at short
notice.”

requirements and their
implications for logistics.”

Governments have
moved towards a
more active role
in medical supply
chains

”

Temperature requirements
Stressing that when vaccines
enter the market for emergency
use – potentially as early as
Q4 2020 – “a potential lack of
stability data might mean stricter
temperature requirements
for the vaccine supply chain”;
whereas in a less-stringent
scenario, requirements for
emergency use are not likely to
differ fundamentally from today’s
standard vaccines logistics.
Stringent vs conventional
requirements
Looking at the so-called Stringent
scenario, it notes that “out of
caution, producers of certain
vaccines and their logistics
providers can choose to adhere
to extreme temperature
requirements (as low as -80 °C)

K ATJ A B U S C H
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However, health authorities, producers
and logistics providers “would strongly
prefer to begin large-scale transport and
distribution under the conditions prevalent
in pharmaceutical supply chains today (+2 to
8°C or even higher), as long as stability is not
compromised.”
In preparation for vaccine distribution – in
particular in the stringent logistics scenario
– the DHL study said it was “important to
map out the logistics requirements and
identify potential bottlenecks along the key
supply chain steps of intermediate transport,
intercontinental shipment, warehousing,
downstream distribution and final short-term
storage at the point of use”.

challenges at each step along the supply chain.
We can expect intermediate transport of the
drug substance and intercontinental shipment
of the drug product to be manageable given
the intact logistics infrastructure available
at production sites – predominantly in
industrialized regions in Western Europe, North

”

to ensure that the efficacy of the vaccines is
maintained during storage and transport. These
conditions are in line with the ones used for
certain COVID-19 vaccine clinical trials today.”

The challenge will
really be once the
cargo is cleared at
destination, and
through to where it
needs to be finally
distributed

Different challenges
It added: “Our analysis suggests different

”

G LY N H U G H E S

America, and India. However, high variance in
process duration or customs clearance can
pose a challenge given the consistent cooling
requirements.”
It noted that the physical handling of ultradeep-frozen shipments requires special
equipment, such as gloves, and processes to
avoid injury. This means that a large number of
couriers and consignees need to be informed
or trained.
Air freight capacity
Given the urgency of the pandemic, the
DHL study noted that “vaccines will likely be
transported via air freight for longer distances”,
adding: “To ensure global coverage for the next
two years, some 200,000 movements by pallet
shippers on 15,000 flights may be needed. In
downstream distribution, accommodating the
stringent temperature requirements will be
even more challenging, though for a different
reason. While process duration is much more
plannable and consistent here, the lot size
decreases substantially.”

When more is at stake
than just your cargo

Transporting essential supplies like
vaccines or other pharmaceuticals?
Guarantee the integrity of your
life-saving consignment throughout its
entire journey with our range of certified,
temperature-controlled air
cargo containers (2°C-8°C).

Discover: vrr.aero
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Packaging bottleneck
“Dry ice production does not seem to be a
bottleneck for vaccine distribution. But even
under aggressive assumptions, both the
availability of suitable packaging as well as
the maximum-allowed quantities of dry ice
in air cargo transport could potentially limit
shipment possibilities in certain cases if the
preparations are not made in time.”
Geographic view
The study highlights that while pharmaceuticals
production happens mainly in countries with
a modern and intact logistics infrastructure,
downstream distribution cannot be limited to
these regions.
“Given that temperature requirements are
likely to be the main challenge, regions with

”

This poses three operational challenges. “First,
the sheer number of shipments – imagine
almost 15 million cooling boxes in an exemplary
supply chain – paired with the required volume
of cooling bricks or dry ice.

It does require a
very well-planned
logistical operation
to look at where the
cargo can arrive in
safe conditions, and
put the preparations
in place

”

G LY N H U G H E S

a particularly warm climate and those with
limited cold-chain logistics infrastructure
will pose the biggest challenge in a stringent
vaccine distribution scenario,” it notes.

“Furthermore, in-country logistics capabilities
must be considered when targeting
downstream distribution of vaccines globally.
Especially under stringent logistics scenarios
requiring dry ice for cooling, bottlenecks
are likely to arise at the destination due to
centralised dry ice production, especially if
refilling is required after 3-5 days.
Transportation under stringent temperature
requirements – when shipping frozen vaccines,
for example – may require extraordinary
measures to reach people outside the ~25
countries with the most advanced logistics
systems, which are home to just one third of
the world population. Currently, large parts of
Africa, South America and Asia could not be
readily supplied at scale due to lack of coldchain logistics capacity suitable for life science
products.
“Governments and NGOs would need to
implement special measures to ensure
vaccine distribution. Capacity would have to
be increased and scaled in order to reach the
global population.”
Conventional transport requirements
However, executing the last mile in line
with conventional transport requirements
– assuming sufficient shelf life at +2 to 8°C –
“is much more feasible; it allows for a more
efficient distribution to end users globally since
transport can rely on available capabilities
and capacities, as well as prior experience and
knowledge,” the study notes.
“However, even when leveraging existing
infrastructures, the share of the world’s
population with good access to a vaccine only
increases to around 70%, reaching a total
population of around 5 billion in about 60
countries.
“Feasibility for supplying substantial parts
of Africa remains low due to high outside
temperatures and limited cold chain
infrastructure. It is therefore important
to consider innovative and specialised
transportation modes to reach populations in
less accessible regions.”
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Customer viewpoint:
Kuehne + Nagel
One of the biggest challenges since the start of the pandemic was
how to secure GDP compliance when key airline partners were
forced to reduce capacity, highlights Terrence Sell, global pharma
product manager, air logistics, at Kuehne + Nagel
How have air cargo pharma demand
patterns been affected since the start
of the pandemic? How has that been
evolving?
Pharma and healthcare companies were
no different from other industries where
COVID-19 lockdowns reduced or even
eliminated ‘demand’ through delayed elective
surgeries or routine doctor appointments. One
large increase was obviously in the medical
device space where demand for ventilators,

PPE medical supplies and other COVID-19
products were in unprecedented demand. We
have seen the need to increase our frequency
of reviews with our customers to ensure we
are able to react to the changing demand
signals and ensure supply of product.

how to secure GDP compliance when our
key airline partners were forced to reduce
capacity. This was no small task as change
control mechanisms simply weren’t agile
enough to cope with the amount of change in
the market. We worked with our customers
and contingency change control processes
were quickly developed, approved and put into
effect specifically for Covid-19. This allowed
us to increase our approved pharma carrier
pool as well as introduce new capacity partners
based upon our existing supplier management
systems and having an adapted risk analysis of
critical control points at airline premises. This
acceleration tested our process, and we were
able to show how we could bring additional
GDP capacity into a difficult market and
continue to provide the service expected by
customers.

What have been the biggest challenges
for Air cargo pharma carriers and
customers during this time?

How have carriers (and/or their
customers) been adapting to
accommodate these challenges and
changing demand and supply patterns?

One of the biggest challenges we faced was

Many pharmaceutical and healthcare
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companies have had to accept changed
conditions due to the massive reduction
in available air cargo capacity due to the
international travel restrictions around
COVID-19. Additionally there has been an
uptick of charter activity and especially
that around temperature-controlled
product moves. Now with COVID-19 vaccine
development in trial phases, there is a lot of
planning and research on the infrastructure
and capabilities to transport these new
vaccines and supplies worldwide, given their
specific temperature and handling needs. This
will need to be a global response that will utilise
our secure GDP network and carrier partners.
To what extent have carriers (and/or their
customers) been able to maintain their
pharma products and networks?
The pandemic has created many issues for
the transport industry which have impacted
the servicing of pharma and healthcare
shipments via air freight. The key is to continue
to work with our carrier partners, maintain
communication with our carrier partners to
see what is or is not possible and minimise the
impacts as much as possible. We then need to
translate these messages into our customer’s
risk management plans.
How do you see demand patterns
developing in the coming months –
for example, as vaccines for Covid-19

40

emerge? Are customers talking with you
about a need to prepare for that? How are
you preparing for that?
We are in very close communication with
our customers to support them when they
have a vaccine available for public use and
consumption. We are prepared and have
taken investments in infrastructure and are
currently already handling both the clinical
products with our QuickStat group as well as
<-60C intermediate substance. Next phases will
include vaccines at <-20C and then 2 to 8C. We
are talking to many of the companies today to
support the design of the supply chain from
clinical to commercial product. We must start
now to meet the needs when the product(s)
are approved.
What are the main implications of these
developments for your organisation?
As Kuehne+Nagel had already had an excellent
track record when it comes to digitalisation,
we had a good foundation which minimised
the shock or impact of the pandemic with
our teams and remote working. Regarding
our interaction with our customers, we
have increased our clockspeed and level of
engagement to have conversations regarding:
Medically and revenue critical products; Market
updates: established weekly customer update
webinars; ‘Airbridge’ solutions on key lanes
dedicated to pharma and healthcare products;

Service levels: We know how critical supply is
to our customers and their patients; leveraging
our secure GDP network and going the ‘extra
mile’ is critical.
Separately, we have seen the need for
continuous investment in our pharma facilities
and infrastructure, people development, as
well as solutions such as our Pharma Airside
Services, which shall be needed to support the
coming vaccine which is coming.
Any other comments
As airlines continue to ‘right size’ their
networks and fleets depending on international
travel demand, all industries including the
pharma and healthcare sector have to
reconfigure their supply chains. Airlines
will focus on more ‘gateway to gateway’
international flights, thus relying on alliance
partners to ferry passengers to final
destinations within the regions. This will force
cargo to move through those gateways as
opposed to historical direct routings outside
of those regional gateways. Couple this with
national governments looking to safeguard
their healthcare supply chains by requiring
certain pharma and healthcare products or
components to be produced locally, we will
see a global shift of all pharma and healthcare
supply chains over the years to come and we
will continue to adjust our network to meet
these needs – ensuring reach and supply.
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Carriers rise to meet
their social responsibility
Julian Sutch, head of global pharma sales at Emirates SkyCargo,
anticipates that once the first Covid-19 vaccines are released,
there will be significant demand for capacity globally and
maximum capacity utilisation across the carrier’s aircraft fleet

such as PPE, pharmaceuticals and other
medical supplies, food and perishables.
Air cargo carriers such as ourselves have a
social responsibility to continue transporting
cargo from production markets to where
they are required the most. We therefore
had to come up with a solution very quickly
to supplement the capacity on our freighter
aircraft by operating passenger aircraft only
to transport cargo. We reacted very quickly to
changing market conditions.
With our widebody Boeing 777 aircraft fleet,
we were able to maximise cargo capacity. In
addition to main deck and bellyhold capacity
on our Boeing 777 full freighters and Boeing
777-300ER passenger aircraft, we also operate
flights with seat and overhead bin loading for
select types of cargo in our passenger aircraft.
Recently, we also modified 10 Boeing 777300ER aircraft by removing seats in to provide
additional capacity for transporting essential
cargo such as medical supplies.
How do you see demand patterns
developing in the coming months – for
example, as vaccines for Covid-19 emerge?

How have air cargo pharma demand patterns
been affected since the start of the pandemic?
Demand has stayed consistent since the
start of the pandemic. In addition to pharma
products that are normally transported over
the course of the year, there were some
increases in specific medication including
respiratory treatments to help patients fight
COVID-19. What has changed is there has
been a huge decrease in the cargo capacity
available worldwide for the transport of
pharmaceuticals.
What have been the biggest challenges for
air cargo pharma carriers and customers
during this time?
For air cargo carriers, the challenge was to
re-establish a network with cargo-only flights.
This required significant adjustments. We had
to receive specific flight approvals for the
cargo flights and plan other operational details
including crewing the flights and working with

ground handlers for appropriate resources
to load and unload cargo from the flights. For
cargo customers, the primary challenge was in
getting the capacity to transport their goods,
given the significant reduction, during the
early phases of global lockdown, in flights and
capacity.
How have carriers (and/or their
customers) been adapting to
accommodate these challenges and
changing demand and supply patterns?

There will be an increased demand for capacity
when the various vaccine manufacturers start
production. We are already in discussions with
our customers and partners to prepare for the
capacity and origin and destination pairs. We
have also, over the years, invested in developing
fit-for-purpose capabilities for the transport
of pharma – not just at our hub in Dubai, but
through our pharma corridors programme, we
have worked with our ground handling partners
across major pharma stations to deliver
enhanced protection for temperature sensitive
shipments.

Prior to the impact of Covid-19, our dedicated
cargo freighter aircraft used to transport
around 30% of our total tonnage, flying to
around 40 destinations every week, and our
passenger aircraft carried around 70% of our
cargo, flying to more than 140 destinations.

Of course, a lot depends on when the vaccine
is available in the market and whether it will be
released during what is traditionally the peak
season for cargo. We are preparing ourselves
with robust capacity planning, and accurate
forecasts from shippers go a long way in
helping us be prepared.

With the complete suspension of passenger
operations in March, this capacity diminished
overnight. There was still demand in the market
to transport cargo – especially urgent materials

We anticipate that once the vaccine is released
there will be significant demand for capacity
globally and we expect maximum capacity
utilisation across our aircraft fleet.
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Critical Role
There is still time for investments to prepare for air freight’s vital
part in the global supply of Covid-19 vaccines. But with a lead time
of 3-6 months, the sector needs information from the pharma
industry on what kind of temperature solutions will be necessary,
says Andreas Seitz, managing director at DoKaSch Temperature
Solutions

The Covid-19 pandemic has severely disrupted
global transport routes. In turn, many actors
along the supply chain had to find new
solutions, facing enormous challenges. The
transport of pharmaceutical products was
significantly affected by the new situation.
Irregular flight schedules and reduced cargo
capacities are especially challenging for a field
that is heavily relying on punctual deliveries. A
delay in the delivery of pharmaceutical goods
is usually no option because they are often
in time-sensitive demand around the world.
Furthermore, they can lose their effectiveness
if the cold chain is interrupted. However, during
the Covid-19 pandemic, many established
transport routes were no longer available and
the only alternative often were longer detours.
Detour complications
Detours not only take longer; they are also
often executed by different airlines than
normally. In turn, these alternative lanes might
not have the required qualifications for the
usual transport solutions. Accordingly, many
pharma producers had to switch over to
different transport solutions which are able
to keep the cargo cool for a longer period
of time and are certified for the new route.
These might either be passive solutions with
better insulation or active solutions like our
Opticooler. Those are much more flexible to
use because they can be quickly adapted to
changing transport scenarios.

want to be ready for upcoming peaks.”
Intermediary state
DoKaSch is also seeing a return to a more
stable mode of operations. However, we
consider the current state to be intermediary.
While passenger flights are increasing
capacities and frequencies for air cargo, we are
far from being back to normal. The air cargo
market has developed a new routine amidst a
highly challenging situation, but I expect many
changes in the future.
First of all, I assume that we will experience
more decentralization, also on the pharma
market to avoid strong dependencies on single
countries in case of severe disruptions. This will
change the established supply chain network
in the long run. It is impossible to predict in
which direction these changes will go, but I am
sure that air cargo will remain an important
pillar of global supply chains, especially for
pharmaceutical transports.
One field where this uncertainty becomes
very apparent is the development of a vaccine
against Covid-19. By now, researchers around
the world are developing different kinds of
solutions against the pandemic. So far, it is
neither clear when a suitable vaccine will be

available nor where it will come from or what it
will be. There are too many variables to predict
which exact role cool chain transports will play
in the transport of vaccines and which demand
patterns will arise.
But it is clear that air cargo will take a highly
important part for the global supply with
vaccines. To prepare for that role, the air
cargo industry is heavily relying on information
from the pharma industry on what kind of
temperature solutions will be necessary, which
temperature ranges are required for transport,
and how high the expected volumes roughly
are.
Still time for investments
Right now, there is still time for investments.
However, these need a lead time of 3-6 months
until they come into effect. Therefore, it is
important that the pharma industry provides
the companies along the supply chain with the
necessary information as soon as possible to
avoid capacity issues. As long as there is no
clear outlook for companies along the pharma
supply chain, it is more complicated to plan
proper investments into facilities or packaging
solutions.
Overall, the air cargo community did a great
job of adapting to these challenging times.
This is mostly due to the good cooperation
of airlines, producers and solutions providers.
Everyone along the pharma supply chain knows
how important the supply with pharmaceutical
goods is and acted and in turn, all actors are
acting accordingly by doing everything to find
new solutions. There was a remarkable level
of resilience towards seemingly unsolvable
problems, and a high overall flexibility. These
factors ensured the stability and capability
of global pharmaceutical supply chains in
challenging times.

Furthermore, they can compensate delivery
delays because they can keep the set
temperature for as long as necessary if they are
connected to a power source. In the last few
months, the demand for our products clearly
increased and we expect this trend to continue.
To be able to serve higher demands, we also
increased our reserve of containers. During the
pandemic, this already helped us to fulfil the
higher demand without any problems and we
42
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State of flux
Air freight carriers can expect waves of pharma transport demand
in line with the patterns of the pandemic, with demand recently
shifting to the Americas rather than Europe, says IAG Cargo’s chief
commercial officer John Cheetham
How have air cargo pharma demand
patterns been affected since the start
of the pandemic? How has that been
evolving?
Since the start of the pandemic, IAG Cargo
has seen strong year on year growth in our
Constant Climate sales. The Americas are
performing very well, with South America and
the Iberia network being supported by our
investment in our Madrid hub. The strongest
growth has been from routes outbound from
the UK and Ireland, where revenue from
Constant Climate is up 29% on last year.
Outside of shipping pharmaceuticals, IAG
Cargo has also supported the medical
response to the Covid-19 pandemic, shipping
over 11,000 tonnes of PPE on charters in Q2

and huge tonnage of medical equipment,
including large numbers of ventilators. Our
dedicated charter team facilitated quick
turnarounds for new routes to transport
medical supplies, such as setting up new
operations out of Beijing and Shenzhen.
Overall, we anticipate fluxes of demand in
line with the patterns of the pandemic – for
example, now shifting focus to meet increased
demand for medical supplies in Americas
rather than Europe.
What have been the biggest challenges
for air cargo pharma carriers and
customers?
The biggest challenge was the speed at which
the Covid-19 pandemic unfolded. We had to

TIACA and Pharma.Aero work
on Covid vaccine planning
Vaccine delivery will be one of the biggest logistical challenges in
modern history, highlights Flexport’s head of air freight Neel Jones
Shah
The International Air Cargo Association
(TIACA) and Pharma.Aero have joined forces
to develop global guidance for the air cargo
industry to enable “optimal transportation”
of COVID-19 vaccines once they become
available for distribution internationally. The
two organisations said the guidance will be
developed gradually in four work packages
through a joint working group to ensure
feedback from all stakeholders in the supply
chain of air cargo and pharmaceuticals.
The aim is to provide the air cargo industry
with “more clarity of the demands,
expectations and quality supply chain
requirements, including critical trade lanes, air
cargo capacity, handling and storage, track and
trace requirements, for the transportation of
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respond quickly and we did so by providing
solutions to our customers. We provided
the opportunity to charter our aircraft and
established a comprehensive programme of
scheduled cargo-only flying.
Our pharma customers have been able to
benefit from the option to charter aircraft, as
overseen by our new charter team, and have
access to a newly formed network of cargoonly flights. We have a team of specialist sales
people who focus on the pharma customer
requirements. We use this feedback to ensure
our offering, in terms of product and network,
remains relevant to their needs.
To what extent have carriers (and/or their
customers) been able to maintain their
pharma products and networks?
To deliver for our customers during the
pandemic, IAG Cargo built a network of over
340 scheduled flights per week. These were
built around our customers’ needs and tailored
to the most important cargo flows, including
pharma and PPE and medical equipment
shipments.

Pharma.Aero working group, which is doing
the critical work of connecting all vaccine
supply chain stakeholders to foster effective
communication and collaboration. We need
to start working together now to ensure the
industry is prepared when the time comes.”

The associations noted: “This will ensure that
once the vaccine is available in the market,
the air cargo industry will be ready to respond
to the needs of the shippers and transport
vaccines in optimal conditions to all corners of
the globe,”.

Nathan De Valck, chairman of Pharma.Aero,
commented: “Setting up reliable end-to-end
air transportation for pharma shippers is part
of the vision and mission of Pharma.Aero.
Amongst our members, i.e. life sciences and
pharmaceutical shippers, certified airport
communities and air cargo operators, we have
a track record of project-based collaboration.
As a result, Pharma.Aero is well-positioned to
make a valuable contribution in preparing the
air cargo industry for this immense challenge.”

Neel Jones Shah, TIACA board member and
global head of air freight at freight forwarder
Flexport, commented: “COVID-19 vaccine
delivery will be one of the biggest logistical
challenges in modern history. No one company
can own the end-to-end vaccine supply chain.
“I’m proud to be a member of the TIACA and

The working group will consist of members of
both organisations and will also reach out to
various international organisations. The results
will be shared with the industry through white
papers and webinars in later stages of the
programme, which aims to complete by the
end of 2020, the organisations said.

the vaccines”, and for shippers to “gain more
understanding about the capabilities of the
various logistics players”.
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Cargo’s caring capacity
Will Waters talks to Guillaume Halleux, Chief Officer Cargo at Qatar Airways, about becoming the
largest air cargo carrier in the world, the carrier’s We Qare sustainability project, responding to
Covid-19, and industry transformation

”
The pandemic has
also put a focus on
global supply chains,
which may see some
re-sourcing, which
in turn alters the
economics of society
as a whole and air
freight in particular

”

GUILLAUME HALLEUX
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Partly triggered by the Covid-19 pandemic,
Qatar Airways Cargo (QR Cargo) this summer
launched the first chapter in an ambitious
sustainability project, We Qare – an initiative
built upon what it calls the four fundamental
pillars of sustainability: economy, environment,
society and culture.

to use the services of Qatar Airways Cargo to
transport 1,000 tonnes of humanitarian aid
and medical supplies around the world, free of
charge, during the second half of this year, with
Qatar Airways donating the freight capacity to
selected customers to give to the charities of
their choice.

Describing We Qare as “a series of concrete
air cargo actions designed to create a positive
impact on the industry and the world”, the
air cargo carrier says the initiative reflects
its observation that “the air freight industry
must change in line with the new challenges
the world is facing”. And as a leading voice
within the cargo market, QR Cargo says it is
“pioneering the future, sustainable and socially
responsible air cargo industry”.

Explaining the initiative, Guillaume Halleux,
Chief Officer Cargo at Qatar Airways, notes:
“The pandemic is a tragedy for millions of
people, and we looked for ways how we, as
an airline, could help those in the greatest
difficulty. This solution – shipping 1 million kilos
of cargo free of charge – is a firm commitment
for QR Cargo. More than just words, we
wanted to act and to adopt a comprehensive
approach based on actions for the future.”

The first part of the project is its ‘1 Million
Kilos’ campaign, in which charities will be able

Top carrier milestone
Explaining how the capacity will be assigned to
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buy-in that everybody wants to do something
to help, and everybody loves it,” he notes. “We
are both proud and happy that the air cargo
industry has joined with us in the true spirit
of this project, and to be honest, it is not a
surprise. It demonstrates that the air cargo
industry is more than just tonnages but is also
about human beings working together to help
others at a time of a global crisis. Air cargo
has taken a leading role in keeping vital supply
chains open across every link in the chain.”
Cargo-led project
He confirms that We Qare is a project that
was initiated by the cargo team at Qatar
Airways, with the aim of “fully incorporating
the sustainability issues that lie at the heart
of our airline’s cargo activity. This means that
We Qare is designed by and for air cargo. But
that doesn’t mean that it excludes passenger
flights,” he notes. “We are working together –
particularly at the sales level – to strengthen
our synergies in order to optimise cargo
capacity on these flights.”
customers, Halleux tells CAAS: “The 1 Million
Kilos project allows Qatar Airways Cargo to say
thank you to our freight forwarder customers
who have worked hard during the pandemic
to keep life-saving supply chains operating
despite very challenging circumstances. We
became the largest cargo carrier in the world
during 2019 and we have seen outstanding
growth over the last seven years. The Qatar
Airways Cargo team wanted to celebrate that
milestone with our customers, so the idea of
giving something back to our customers and
through them, to the broader society, actually
pre-dates Covid-19. We wanted our customers
to shine and to donate to charity was a great
way of achieving that.
“We are offering freight forwarders the
chance to allocate to shippers of humanitarian
aid – including medical equipment and
personal protective equipment (PPE) – free

air transport on our aircraft and access to our
extensive global network.”
The forwarders are given a set number of
tonnes that they can allocate, free of charge,
and it’s up to them to select the charity or
charities of their choice, he explains, adding:
“We only ask that the charity confirms that
its goods were shipped free of charge. It is
not limited to Covid-19 cargo but also for
humanitarian aid. There is no more restriction:
as long as the charity cargo does not incur an
additional operating cost for us and fits into
the airplane, that is OK.”
Halleux says he is happy to report that a
number of freight forwarders and ground
handlers have offered their door-to-door
services free of charge, be it customs
processing or pick-up and delivery. “When
you do something good, you generate such a
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Halleux says the next stages of the initiative
have not yet been fixed.
“We are in the early stages of the We Qare
series, but the agenda is in place and is
in reaction to how society worldwide is
looking at the problems facing humanity,”
he explains. “We Qare is designed to be
dynamic and a ‘work in progress’, and as such
is capable of adapting to meet needs, address
developments, and target our priorities.
Sustainability is a major topic facing not just
the aviation industry, but a whole host of
industries and air freight providers will need to
play a role in greener supply chains.
“I think that the pandemic has heightened
societal awareness of climate change and this
has reset the sustainability agenda, meaning
that it will go forward at a quicker pace now.
47
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The pandemic has also put a focus on global supply
chains, which may see some re-sourcing, which in turn
alters the economics of society as a whole and air
freight in particular. The air cargo industry, be it the
airlines, freight forwarders, ground handlers, airports,
road feeder service providers or our shipper partners,
need to address these issues with a far greater focus
than before.”
Industry change
Asked to say more about how he believes the air freight
industry needs to change, Halleux responds: “That is a
fundamental but difficult question to answer, because
behind it lie a number of complex solutions and legacy
issues inherited from past industry practices. We need
collaborative, stakeholder-led solutions to tackle future
challenges that have accelerated and now loom large in
front of us as an industry.
“Internally, our industry is very fragmented with a large
number of players and touch points. Externally, the air
freight division of many airlines has played a secondary
role compared to the better-known passenger side
and has not seen the required investment to improve
efficiency. That lack of investment in digitisation has
meant a lack of transparency in the air freight supply
chain.

Digitalisation is key
One key element to this is digitalisation. “Digitalisation
will bring a massive disruption to our industry, which
remains fragmented,” Halleux notes. “As a major air
cargo airline, Qatar Airways Cargo has an obligation
to try to accelerate the digital transformation of the
industry and that means working with our industry
partners. By working together, and with our combined
air cargo market shares, we can collectively push the
industry in the right direction. As a group we can be a
force that drives the change, to take the same strategic
direction in digitalisation.
“We have to act more quickly than in the past. We
would look at what happened to the travel agent sector
and see what lessons it holds. Travel agents at first
resisted the change brought by the internet. I worked

”

“Logistics was once not a crucial element but just a
necessary element for some shippers and forwarders,
something you must go through and not really
considered as strategic. That is how the industry
worked once; but digitalisation and the internet
brought transparency and killed the opaque nature of
the market. At the same time, players became highlyqualified professional people with MBAs in logistics and
supply chain management for example.”

Lack of investment in
digitisation has meant
a lack of transparency
in the air freight
supply chain…. but
digitalisation and
the internet brought
transparency and
killed the opaque
nature of the market

”

in France where 80% of the air
ticketing business was conducted
through travel agents and is
probably closer to 10% today.
Travel agents did not die out but
reinvented themselves by bringing
value to customers. It is the same
with some players in our industry
who need to change their business
models to add value.”
COVID-19 challenges
Explaining how QR Cargo has
adapted in response to the
challenges presented by the
COVID-19 pandemic, Halleux
describes all of Qatar Airways
Cargo’s teams as “resilient” – which
has enabled the carrier to move

GUILLAUME HALLEUX
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”
Currently, we f ly 180 cargo
f lights per day – so we
have tripled the number of
operations for which we as
cargo are fully accountable

”

GUILLAUME HALLEUX

forward, despite the enormous
challenges.
“Thanks to our reactive strategy
– operating passenger aircraft
for cargo-only flights, putting
lightweight packages on the seats,
optimising freight capacity on
passenger flights, maintaining our
freighter network sometimes at
a loss, etc. – we did the highest
flying of any airline in the world
and it has enabled us to maintain
sufficient cargo capacity, allowing
our customers to continue their
activities,” he says.
“What we see today is that
passenger flights will take some
time to return to anything like
2019 levels. As long as that
bellyhold capacity is not available,
it will have a huge impact on the
cargo market and rates for at least
the next 18 to 24 months.
New organisational set-up
“As a result, Qatar Airways has
prepared for the future and
reorganised our cargo division
accordingly. We are no longer
in crisis mode: instead, we are
operating in what has become

known as the ‘new normal’.
“Currently, we fly 180 cargo flights
per day – these are aircraft flying
with no passengers on board
but as cargo-only operations.
That compares with 60 (cargoonly) flights per day pre-Covid,
so we have tripled the number
of operations for which we as
cargo are fully accountable –
including the safety and security
of the aircraft, crew and the
financial aspects. For that, you
need a whole new set-up as
an organisation. It has had its
teething problems – and I’m sure
we’re not the only ones – but we
are now settling in to a new way
of working.
“Alongside this, we want our
development to be sustainable,
and that’s why we implemented
We Qare. After all, being
adaptable is good, but being able
to take action ahead of time and
to be an active player in our future
is even better.”
Adapting further
On how to adapt further to
the ‘new normal’ that is now
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perhaps beginning to emerge,
he responds: “Nobody knows
what the cargo demand will be
in the future because of the
uncertainties around second
spikes of Covid-19 and the
timescale for any vaccine, which
could be available in the first
quarter of 2021. We have planned
for a number of scenarios, as best
we can without a crystal ball.
“Thre will be many challenges
ahead, but the world cannot
function if commodities are
not being exchanged and global
trade cannot survive without air
cargo. We are planning to keep
supply chains in place by working
with freight forwarders and
other stakeholders to overcome
future obstacles as much as
we can. Again, this has to be a
collaborative effort and so far, the
air cargo industry has shown its
flexibility, imaginative thinking and
tireless hard work to keep those
vital goods flowing.
“We are currently moving up
to 7,000 tonnes a day through
our Doha cargo hub and that is
the level of a typical October or
November in ‘normal times’. The
market is returning and, although
actual volumes are lower than
before (in the market as a whole),
there is still more demand than
available air freight capacity due
to the shortage of bellyhold

space.”
Market-share growth
Indeed, QR Cargo’s market share
has grown since the start of the
pandemic due to the increase
in demand for freighter aircraft
capacity, further consolidating
its position as a key player in the
global air freight market.
“We maintained our freighter
operations from day one and
did not let down any of our
customers,” Halleux says. “Qatar
Airways made a conscious
decision to continue to maintain
our freighter network, sometimes
at a loss. Continuity of freighter
services network was important
to us because it has a different
pattern to that of bellyhold
demand.
“Qatar Airways Cargo’s market
share has increased since the
pandemic began and currently
stands at 8.1%. We would like to
grow even more and one issue
around that is the slight delay to
our new B777 freighter deliveries;
we are expecting three B777Fs this
year and two more in 2021.
“In any case, I am confident that
Qatar Airways Cargo will continue
to have the right capacity in place
to meet the demands of our
customers and the market going
forward.”
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Steps forward in air
freight digitalisation
Unilode is able to accelerate plans to install its Bluetooth ULD readers
worldwide thanks to collaborations with several major third-party cargo
handling partners, CEO Benoît Dumont tells Will Waters

As a key innovator, developer and user of
the technology, leading outsourced ULD
management specialist Unilode Aviation
Solutions has been at the leading edge of
these initiatives. And alongside rolling out
the tracking capability for specific individual
airline cargo customers, within the past year
it has concluded agreements to install its
Bluetooth ULD readers at the worldwide
handling facilities of several major thirdparty multinational cargo handlers including
Swissport, Dnata and Menzies, promising to
significantly increase ULD and cargo visibility
in the aviation supply chain. Will Waters asks
Unilode CEO Benoît Dumont for an update.
What have been the latest key milestones
in the development and rollout of cargo
ULD tracking technology – among your
network and customers, and in the cargo
ULD sector more widely?
The latest key milestones are divided
among three areas, namely our backend
system, reader infrastructure, and product
development.
1. The backend system. Unilode has been
putting all its efforts into building a state-ofthe-art user interface based on a so-called
“data lake” that is enabling all actors of the
ULD value chain to access and visualise ULD
information through Unilode’s proprietary
FAST platform. This system, combined with a
multi-language mobile application, now offers
our customers real-time information about the
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condition of the ULDs and their cargo at their
fingertips. As of September, we will give access
to customers and ground handlers to our new
frontend systems.
2. The reader infrastructure. We have now
rolled out our network to more than 250
reading locations and our recent collaboration
announcements with the “who’s who” of
the ground handling community have clearly
accelerated our deployment. In combination
with the successful launch of our mobile
reading capabilities, our infrastructure is now
offering a great network coverage to our
clients.
3. Product development. We have focused
our latest recruitments on hiring talents
that can help us engineer solutions that will
support airlines to create additional value in

”

The development, and more recently the
beginning of the rollout, of tracking and
monitoring capabilities for unit load devices
(ULDs) has been one of the most promising
signs of progress in the last couple of years in
the air freight sector’s digitalisation journey.

In terms of tagged
ULDs, we will
reach the critical
mass in our
f leet by the first
quarter of next
year

”

BENOÎT DUMONT

their operations and services offered to their
customers – not only in the air cargo area, but
also in relation with passengers and safety.
Discussions with existing and new customers
have intensified with more collaborative
initiatives in place for tagging, reader roll-out
or joint definition of value proposition.
To what extent has this been impacted by
the COVID-19 pandemic? Has there been
any significant evidence of companies
wishing to participate in or accelerate
their involvement in ULD tracking
projects due to the pandemic – or,
conversely, to delay participation?
The pandemic situation did provide us some
extra time to focus on our products, as initially
the customer interactions reduced, for obvious
reasons. This has helped us to massively boost
the development of our solution and enabled
us to focus our efforts internally to adjust our
solution to our strategic aspirations. In the last
few weeks, we have seen increasing interest
for our technology. Many airlines are in the
middle of re-inventing themselves and looking
at transformational initiatives that help reduce
costs, increase agility and enable new sources
of growth through offering a better service
for their passengers and cargo customers. Our
solutions will address that.
Are you able to report any significant
quantifiable positive outcomes – in
efficiency improvements or cost savings,
for example – of participating in ULD
tracking projects, for Unilode or its
customers?
We are the first user of our technology – as
I like to say during my interactions with
customers – “we are eating our own dog
food”. What I mean by that is that this
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double-digit million-dollar investment is
also helping us to operate more efficiently
for our customers. We have renewed all
our ULD management contracts in the last
years and there is an expectation that we
can continue to enhance transparency for
our service offering and also help reduce the
number of ULDs our customers need for their
operations. Complementing weekly manual
stock information with real-time accurate
stock messages is an industry game changer.
The huge number of lost and unreported ULDs

in the industry could be reduced by 75%, which
dramatically increases asset utilisation rates. It
will further reduce the need for Capex spend
related to the acquisition of new units and also
limit the use of expensive short-term lease
requirements in order to avoid revenue losses.
Are we approaching a point where
digital tracking of ULDs is becoming a
requirement by airlines, or a competitive
differentiator? Or does there need to
be a critical mass of sensors in handling

warehouses before there is meaningful
value for customers?
In terms of tagged ULDs, we will reach the
critical mass in our fleet by the first quarter of
next year, and our mobile reading options offer
endless possibilities in our network coverage.
Thanks to the latest collaborations with our
ground handler partners, the roll-out can now
be accelerated.
The good thing with this solution is that you
can see benefits early in the process as the rollout can focus on special critical lanes or areas
to fast-track returns on investments. For sure,
we believe it is a game changer, as deploying
such a technology globally to so many areas in
such a regulated environment is a huge task.
Getting all operational permissions to tag, fly
and operate digitalised ULDs has taken Unilode
many years of hard work and collaborative
initiatives. In the current context, we believe
that this will be very difficult to replicate. Many
customers are sitting on the fence, but they
have realised that this technology can help
them focus even more on their core business
as the solution enables the provision of new
customer-relevant data, which was unthinkable
before.
The trick here is to turn technology into
product, and this is why we are shifting our
efforts in that area with full steam. In a few
years from now, we will be looking back and
wonder how 1 million ULDs could be managed
24/7 globally based on physical checks. The
IoT development will for sure transform the
operating models in our industry.
What are the targets for the rollout of
ULD tracking sensors for the major cargo
handlers? How important is this rollout
for major cargo handlers a key part of
your strategic plan and vision?
The simple target for all ground handlers,
independently of who they are, is a 100% full
digital coverage of our current and future
customers’ network in their respective
locations. Everywhere, where ULDs are
handled, accumulated, loaded, unloaded, we
need messages.
Ultimately, handlers will not need to report
messages about our ULDs, as ULDs will ‘talk’.
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That will enable them to focus on their core
activities rather than counting containers and
pallets. Initially, we have started to engage with
them at a more operational level, but we are
hoping that in a few months we will be able to
demonstrate the true value of this technology
to them and therefore reach a more strategic
level in our collaboration.
Has the crisis affected companies’
willingness or motivation to outsource
their cargo ULD management?
It is all about what value proposition you
can offer. The current crisis has highlighted
a number of critical areas and flaws in cargo
operations. Why would you pay for ULDs
if you don’t need them? How do you know
where ULDs are if there are no staff in stations
to record stock information? In this Capexrestrained environment, do I need to continue
to invest into ULDs or could I move to a saleand-leaseback model that is also more flexible?
Was I able to secure my ULD management
team during this crisis or did I lose key
individuals and knowledge along the way?
Every airline will face its own challenges, but
there are many examples that would speak for
an increase in the willingness to outsource. We
are in discussions with a lot of new potential
customers and have focused our efforts to
re-gear our value proposition to the immediate
needs for some and new strategic aspirations
for others – these are exciting times.
How do you see the outlook currently –
both in terms of tracking projects, and
the ULD outsourcing market?
In terms of tracking projects, most airlines
start ‘sniffing’ the value of digital without
being truly able to quantify the benefits that
would make their business case fly. None of
the solutions available at the moment ticks
all boxes or has been rolled out at a sufficient
scale to underpin their decisions.
At Unilode, we see opportunities to leverage
our own solutions and have started to work
with some customers to co-create what would
deliver sufficient benefits for them. There are
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also different parties within airlines; what is
relevant for a ULD manager is different from
what could be relevant for a cargo specialities
sales executive. We have recognised that and
started to position our services higher up into
an organisation where perspectives on longterm benefits are easier to pitch.
What we are trying to do is to package our
digital solutions into ULD outsourcing deals.
In fact, we assemble, maintain and repair
ULDs so we are in a better position to deploy
the technology as part of fully outsourced
deals. Our tracking capability is now part of
our standard ULD management offering, so
airlines joining the Unilode pool can enjoy the
technology as part of the standard outsourcing

services.
Are there any other significant
developments in the cargo ULD market
worth noting?
We see many airlines moving to some forms
of fire-resistant container fleet programmes
and we are following this with a lot of interest.
These units are often more expensive, heavier
and possibly of higher maintenance, so these
requirements could be interesting for us. On
top of this, this type of containers combined
with temperature sensors could really
enhance safety on board aircraft, especially as
lithium batteries are part of many consumer
electronics products.
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The benefits of digital progress
Although the air cargo market is currently highly disrupted and volatile, several longer-term digitalisation
initiatives by Swissport and others are starting to deliver significant efficiency improvements, VP for global
cargo operations Hendrik Leyssens tells Will Waters

The massive disruption of the last
few months has understandably
delayed a number of strategic
initiatives planned by air cargo
handlers around the world, while
the focus has been on the urgent
business of keeping cargo moving
and in many cases keeping
businesses going. Nevertheless,
some of the rapid changes
have accelerated the need for
and interest in digitalisation
initiatives of various kinds, even
if delivering and rolling out some
of these initiatives has been more
challenging.
And such has been the case
with several key initiatives that
Swissport has been developing,
which promise to ultimately
deliver significant changes and
improvements – for the company
and its customers, but also that
are important for the wider cargo
handling market.
ULD tracking
Swissport revealed in February
that it has begun working with
Unilode and Descartes to help
track and monitor unit load
devices (ULD) throughout the air
logistics chain. Using Bluetooth
technology, the aim was to equip
its 115 cargo warehouses with
tracking sensors this year, or now
by early 2021, to “create added
value for customers and drive
the digital transformation of
the cargo supply chain and the
industry”.
Swissport’s VP for global cargo
operations Hendrik Leyssens
says the main focus initially is on
knowing the status of the ULDs
56

themselves. A lot of the process
for tracking and recording the
transfer of ULDs is currently
driven manually, based on paper,
which is unsatisfactory for several
reasons.
“Manual stocktakes are incredibly
time-consuming, and don’t add a
lot of value,” he notes. “So, for us,
the main driver behind this is to
make sure we have accurate ULD
stocks and control over these in
a digital way, as the technology is
available now on the market.”
Starting point
But he says the ULD inventory
is just the starting point. “This
is the quick win, where the first
functionality will be. But there is
so much more you can do with
this type of technology: you can
track temperature, vibration,
location; quite a bit of other data
is available through these sensors,
which can help us manage our
business more efficiently.

“And I’m sure that at a certain
moment we will be able to
use this kind of data for other
purposes – for instance with
Cargo iQ. I’m part of the
board of Cargo iQ, where
we are implementing two
new milestones: ‘freight in
warehouse’; and ‘freight out of
warehouse’, which basically is
the handover point between the
cargo handling agent and the
ramp handling agent. I’m sure
at certain members, technology
can be used to automate these
kinds of processes as well, as the
time stamps would be available;
you don’t need any manual
registration any more.”
Automating processes
Currently, when a ramp handling
agent drops off the cargo from an
import flight, a handover process
takes place in most airports, with
a manual check-sheet that both
parties sign. “These timestamps
are captured manually and then

Most cargo handling facilities are
equipped for general cargo rather
than e-commerce
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“For the moment, the project is to get the
deployment and implementation running,
to make sure that the capabilities of there in
every station, and phase 2 of the project is to
start looking at integration when it comes to
systems and data.
“So that is the next phase of the project that
will be kicking off shortly, where we start to
make sure that our systems are completely
up-to-date with this information as well.”
Benefits already
With 42 warehouses already equipped by
the end of summer, he sees some benefits
already. “There are some airlines in certain
stations where we don’t need to do this ULD
inventory manually any more, so that is one
of the benefits. Unilode and the airlines that
are customers of Core are currently deploying
these sensors on their ULDs, and I’m sure
more and more airlines will come online as we
make more progress with these projects.
“So, I’m sure this will grow and grow. We now
see more and more companies signing up to
this technology, and the implementation goes
quicker and quicker as well.”
Although a certain level of critical mass makes
the systems more viable, “we do these ULD
inventories on an airline by airline basis, so
each airline that adopts this technology will
benefit – benefits for us, and for them as well”,
Leyssens notes. “There are a few examples
of airlines that have been able to implement
this on tens of thousands of ULDs across their
network in a year and a half; this is very fast,
which is a positive thing to note as well.”

”

There are some
airlines in
certain stations
where we don’t
need to do this
ULD inventory
manually any
more

”

HENDRIK LEYSSENS

we register them manually,” Leyssens notes. “If
you replace this with a smart sensor, one can
imagine we could stop doing that at a certain
moment and we could just digitalise it.”
That also means automatically registering the
cargo on each ULD. “Even with the sometimes
very outdated technology in our industry,
that is data that is currently available with the
normal IATA standard messaging,” he notes.
“So, if all the data is correct, we know what
shipments and how many pieces are on which
ULD.”
Potentially this can also help to populate the
handler’s cargo management system.
“At a certain moment, yes,” Leyssens agrees.
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Common challenge
Leyssens says all the airlines he speaks with
have difficulties managing ULD inventories,
“so this kind of technology can only help”.
Although he cannot comment on what other
fellow handlers are doing, Leyssens “could
imagine that the benefits to the airlines are
only completely there when you have visibility
of the whole network; so, I would expect that
most stations of other ground handlers would
have to follow as well”.
It may also come to be an important
competitive advantage for cargo handlers. “I
would assume that as airlines are digitalising
more and more, they are looking for partners
that are on the same trajectory or have a
clear digitalisation roadmap in place in their
(partner) companies as well,” Leyssens says.
57
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Self-service kiosks
Another key digitalisation project is the
introduction of newly developed self-service
kiosks at all of Swissport’s core cargo stations
within the next 24 months, in a bid to reduce
waiting times and increase the quality of air
freight documentation.
Swissport’s cargo business at Brussels Airport
was the frontrunner, followed by Amsterdam
Schiphol Airport, with other stations due to
go live this year including Basel, a few stations
in the UK, and South Africa. There had been
plans to include stations in the US this year as
well, although those have been pushed back to
the first quarter of 2021.
Nevertheless, Leyssens expects the new
kiosks to “accelerate the import and export
processes for our customers significantly”,
while also supporting IATA’s eFreight initiative.
Truck drivers will benefit from minimal wait
times and faster turn-arounds. After the
drivers register and identify at the kiosk with
an official ID or passport, they can scan all
relevant air freight documentation. They then
receive a text message identifying which truck
gate to drop their cargo. Shipping information
can also be entered via a Kiosk-Web Portal by
forwarders directly.
The new system is also expected to increase
security as well as efficiency. During the
document check, the kiosk system – which
is connected to the EU Regulated Agent
database – also checks the security status of
every shipment.
Leyssens says the most complex part of
the rollout is the first station in each new
country, “because that is when you get into
the details of how we need to check certain
ID, or differences when it comes to a specific
country; the same with customs interfaces
and customs data and security regulations,
etc.
Rollout schedule
“So, the first station in each country takes
6 to 8 months between the first scoping
of the project and when we finally go live,
with support from our customers. From the
moment that first station is done, we can do
the rollouts rather more quickly across that
same country.”
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The idea is to roll these kiosks out to all
Swissport’s “core stations” by the end of 2021.
“We haven’t put a final date for all the stations
across the network, because the benefits
also depend on the local situation. This is
something we will look at on a station-bystation basis.”
The expectation is to coordinate most cargo
drop-offs and collections via these kiosks once
installed, at the main stations at least.
“Quite a few of the bigger stations that we
operate are already online, and it (the level of
use) is actually incredibly high: usually after
the first three or four months, we tend to
reach 80-85%, and then it takes a bit more
effort for the last 10% or so because then you
get into more complex cases, or exceptions.
Positive take-up
“But we see that the pickup of the market
is really positive. And even in the truck
drivers – of forwarders’ or RFS trucks – it’s
interesting to see how quickly they get used
to this technology. Obviously, when flying on
a passenger airline, everybody these days uses
self-check-in or check-in via a mobile app,
so it’s nothing out of the ordinary any more.
The responses of freight forwarders are quite
positive as well; it reduces the waiting times
quite a lot for them as they don’t have to do
any paperwork at the counter any more. So,
for them, there are plenty of benefits of using
this as well.”

These benefits to drivers have helped promote
the scheme by word-of-mouth.
“It’s interesting to see how that happens
more or less naturally,” notes Leyssens. “We
tend to do a first pilot in a station with a few
forwarders, and their colleagues or the drivers
from other forwarders see that their fellow
drivers don’t need to queue any more – they
can skip the counter and just go to this kiosk,
and don’t lose as much time – and they start
internally marketing this on our behalf. And
then we see the pickup going really fast.
Everybody understands the benefit of this.”
Handler benefits
There are also significant benefits to Swissport
as a cargo handler. “It increases the security
level immediately,” notes Leyssens. “Some of
the security checks are done automatically
from the export or import cargo, which for us
reduces the manual pressure and error rates
we would have in our process. And it helps
with our digitalisation, where we are able to
reduce manual paperwork quite a bit as well –
for instance, the manual registration of which
driver picked up which type of shipment or
import is now automated.
One side-effect is that the need to gather data
to do the security checks means Swissport
is “seeing quite a few stations where the
FWB penetration goes up quite a bit after
we’ve implemented kiosks, as we offer clear
advantages to forwarder and airline to start
sending these messages”.
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Swissport aims to introduce self-service kiosks at all its core cargo
stations by the end of 2021

Explaining the background to this, Leyssens
says that if handlers don’t receive an FWB
message, they tend to get a paper air waybill
and have to enter the data manually.
“So, it’s quite a bit of work at our end,” he
notes. “I find this baffling that we have this
technology that has been around for decades
already, yet we still have people entering data in
a system that has already been entered by two
or three people up the chain before them. This
is an initiative that give a stimulus to the market
to provide more and more data, and we do see
a much better performance afterwards.”
Clear incentives
Leyssens says the benefits of participating are
so clear in pure efficiency terms that there is
no need for additional incentives.

“We obviously have some benefits when it
comes to efficiency, and forwarders do, and
the local authorities’ customs or security
see the benefits because the processes are
digitalised and more error-free. The airlines
see competitive advantage being handled by
Swissport compared with the other parties
that don’t have this capability, so there are
benefits for everybody involved.”
For export cargo, the system automatically
checks the process against the security
legislation of the appropriate country, Leyssens
explains. And on the import side, it registers
the identity of the drivers that are picking up
the goods – to make sure that we don’t have
any cases of theft”.

”

Historically, cargo handlers have had “quite
some issues to make sure we get these FWB
messages properly”, for a variety of reasons.
This had been improving already for Swissport,
rising a few years ago to above 40% of export
shipments where it would receive this data in
advance, and more recently this “has increased
quite significantly – we are now above 60%”,
Leyssens says. “And afterwards, as the data
consistency is a lot better, we see a lot of
forwarders switch to eFreight as well, as the
process is a much more aligned than they used
to be before we implemented the kiosks.”

I would assume
that as airlines are
digitalising more
and more, they are
looking for partners
that are on the same
trajectory

“That is the wonderful part of this – it offers
benefits for everybody involved,” he notes.

”

Digital integration
Prior to the Covid pandemic, Leyssens had
felt that things were finally beginning to move
towards becoming more integrated, digitally,
within air freight, after years of talking about
digitalisation.
“Obviously, some of these initiatives have
slowed down in the past months as many
industry partners needed to focus on their
survival and additional agility needed during
this crisis. However, in the past weeks we
notice that several programmes and projects
are picking up again as we are moving into
the ‘new normal’,” he notes. “I’m curious to
see how organisations will adapt and change
their approach, driving further digitalisation to
increase efficiencies in our industry.”
And although a lot of the innovation and
developments in the last few years have
focused on pharmaceutical traffic, Leyssens is
confident there will be plenty of applications
beyond pharmaceutical markets.
“I’m sure that in 10 years’ time, if we look back
at today, we would really see that these are
only the first, baby steps,” he notes. “I’m sure
there is plenty more to follow.
“If you see some of the projects that IATA is
running, like One Record, and quite a few other
programmes in our industry, it looks like we
are on the verge of taking quite a few big steps.
So, I’m very positive that we will be able to
progress there.”

HENDRIK LEYSSENS
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Air cargo security focus

Securing the air
logistics chain
Will Waters talks to Richard Thompson, global director for aviation
at security screening specialist Smiths Detection, about the
implications of new ICAO air cargo security rules that come into
force from June 2021, and other security developments

Under new ICAO air cargo security rules that
come into force next year, from June 2021,
so-called ‘account consignors’ can no longer
be part of a secure air cargo supply chain –
not even for cargo transported on all-cargo
aircraft – with a shipper instead required to
gain approval as a ‘known consignor’ from
June 2021 to qualify for screening exemptions
on their cargo shipments.
Under the current rules, many countries allow
a regulated agent or aircraft operator to
themselves designate a customer or consignor
as an ‘account consignor’, rather than the
consignor being directly approved by the
respective government security or an entity
authorised to act on its behalf. An account
consignor can then, by applying the respective
security procedures set by the appropriate
authority to allow carriage on all-cargo aircraft,
originate cargo or mail for its own account for
carriage on all-cargo aircraft without the need
for further screening of individual shipments
by the airline or its agents.
A ‘known consignor’, in contrast, must be
inspected by the appropriate authority – or
an entity authorised to act on its behalf – to
confirm that its physical and procedural
security standards comply with the national
regulatory requirements for the carriage of
cargo or mail on any type of aircraft, before it
is allowed to originate cargo or mail for its own
account.
ICAO believes that the removal of the
‘account consignor’ category will significantly
enhance aviation security, although the move
is expected to put some strain on the air
freight sector during the process. Since not
all account consignors will be able or willing
to become a government-approved ‘known
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consignor’, ICAO is anticipating an increase in
the demand for physical screening.
Is that broadly also your understanding of
the changes from June 2021?
It is indeed our understanding that from June
2021, consignors that are not approved by
the respective government security agency,
‘account consignors’, can no longer play a part
in the secure supply chain. The impending
changes align the security regime of shipments
more closely, regardless of whether it is a
cargo only or passenger aircraft.
We believe that the ongoing coronavirus
pandemic has illustrated how the secure
supply chain is becoming more complex and
is a good example of how the situation could
potentially play out over the medium to longterm. Shipments often start their journey on
a cargo aircraft, to then be transferred to a
passenger aircraft. Enhancing cargo security
requirements will contribute to a more
seamless flow of shipments and limit the need
for rescreening when cargo is transferred from
one flight to another.
Is it your expectation that that the
removal of the ‘account consignor’
category will lead to an increase in the
demand for physical screening? Have
you seen any evidence of this yet –
for example, in companies ordering
equipment or starting conversations
or seeking quotations from your
organisation?
As the changes are still some months ahead,
we are starting to see an increase in demand
and are ready to advise our customers on the
best solution for them. We do anticipate the

Thompson:
Since 2016, screening capabilities have evolved
tremendously with the availability of more
performant explosive detection systems deployed
for the screening of cargo

demand to further increase ahead of official
implementation and shortly thereafter.
The EU has already anticipated the phasing
out of account consignors since 2017. These
consignors are encouraged before June
2021 to either become a known consignor
or regulated agent. This is leading both to an
increase in the number of known consignors
– mainly for larger companies, or for the
ones producing goods that are very difficult
to screen – and in the number of shipments
screened.
Are there any particular markets or
countries in which you see or anticipate
this happening? What kind of companies
do you expect or see this interest coming
from?
Authorities across Asia-Pacific in particular
have been using Account Consignor status
regularly, therefore there is a good chance this
will lead to an increased demand for physical
screening, as the implementation of known
consignor regimes is rather complex and
burdensome to put in place by authorities.
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capabilities will absolutely support the changes
adopted by ICAO to enhance cargo security
measures.
Will there be enough screening capacity
by June 2021 to handle any increase in
demand for physical screening?
Air cargo connectivity and the free flow of
goods are obviously essential to trade and
economy. This means cargo forwarding is an
exceptionally high-pressure and high-speed
business.
The industry will be ready. As mentioned,
certain parts of the world have already
gone through this process and the technical
solutions for physical screening are available
and well tested and proven. Smiths Detection
offers a wide range of screening equipment
for the different needs of the industry from
screening large palletised goods to fast
automated, line-screening.
To what extent are the kind of scanning
solutions provided by Smiths Detection and
others now able to screen at speed large
and complex pieces of cargo, for example
full pallets and ULD containers, and even
maindeck ULDs?
This change will most certainly impact smaller
consignors who do not have the capability to
comply with the stricter security requirements
of the known consignor status. Smaller
companies might not wish to become known
consignors due to the added burden it puts on
their logistics. Operators will see an increasing
screening demand for shipments coming
from these companies. For larger companies,
or for companies producing goods that are
difficult to screen (for instance cars or aircraft
engines), it is expected that they will transition
to a known consignor status.
These changes will also mostly impact all-cargo
carriers’ operations and organisation.
Do you anticipate any disruption in air
freight handling as a result of this change,
or do you expect companies will take
the necessary changes in time? Which
countries or authorities (like Hong Kong)

have a transition programme to manage
the change?
The changes have been announced since
2016, and we have the full confidence that
the industry will be ready. As we saw in the
EU with known consignors, airports and
companies adapted to legislation changes
in the past and they will do so in the future.
Airports and companies will have flexible and
realistic strategies in place to manage potential
disruption.

The reality is that different screening
technologies must be deployed depending
on the cargo type and threat level. This
increases the need for screening systems to be
complementary and interoperable in lieu of a
single solution.
For the fast-moving air cargo sector, there are
a variety of regulatory compliant screening
technologies and methods available, which will
continue to be applicable when new legislation
comes in next year.

Since 2016, screening capabilities have evolved
tremendously with the availability of more
performant explosive detection systems
deployed for the screening of cargo. These
new technologies can now be combined with
automated detection of dangerous goods
or other items, thanks to the use of deep
learning algorithms or other implementations
of artificial intelligence (AI). These new

X-ray is typically the most efficient option
for air cargo security screening and there are
two technologies which meet the current
standards required by major global regulators
– CXS (conventional X-ray systems) with
manual evaluation by a human operator; and
EDS which facilitates even faster turnover in
integrated, high throughput environments such
as express forwarding.
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The most suitable screening technology depends on the type of
goods, the density of materials, complexity and size of the shipment,
and the detection requirement for certain dangerous items

of these factors is in play, a combination of
screening methods is usually required.
Dogs are a more costly proposition over the
longer-term given the time associated with
training and re-training as new threats develop,
a limit on working hours for both the dog and
the handler, and the inability to immediately
deduce what has been detected. That being
said, there are of course advantages using
dogs given their comparative size and agility
compared to static screening equipment.

The CXS range offers a wide choice of scanners
specifically designed to screen small, break bulk
cargo or large palletised consignments. Many
feature dual-view technology which accelerates
inspection of tightly packed items by providing
both horizontal and vertical views.
CXS scanners for break bulk cargo are available
in several different tunnel sizes and can be
fully integrated into material handling lines
to avoid manual loading and unloading. They
are ideal for screening a mix of shapes and
sizes as well as designed with a small footprint
to take up less valuable floor space. We also
offer scanners aimed solely at the inspection
of large, consolidated or palletised goods. Our
most powerful option, the HI-SCAN 1801802is pro is capable of screening LD3 containers
and features two 300kV X-ray generators for
penetrating 75mm steel, reducing time spent
on break down and re-inspection and ensuring
a fast and efficient screening process.
The latest technology for screening parcels
is in-line, EDS (Explosives Detection Systems)
with Computed Tomography (CT), which can
be incorporated into advanced, fully automatic
material handling lines. This new generation,
ECAC EDS Standard 3 and 3.1 approved
equipment, offers highly accurate identification
of suspicious substances and quick software
upgrades to detect the yet unknown threats
and contraband of tomorrow. Contents are
examined from every angle, generating 3D
images with highly accurate data which only
require operator analysis when the system flags
up something suspicious. Practically this means
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that fewer operators can deal with growing
volumes.
These high speed, fully automated systems
have the potential to reach throughputs of up
to 2,500 items per hour, increasing productivity
and lowering the screening cost-per-item.
The concept of operation may be adapted
specifically for air cargo, including, for example,
curtain-less radiation shielding which facilitates
smooth movement through the scanner for
the lightest of packages.
Canine versus technological screening
solutions
Advocates of canine screening have
argued that technological solutions are
unable to match the speed and efficiency
of well-trained explosive detection dog
(EDD) teams. In your view, what are the
pros and cons of the kinds of technologybased screening or scanning solutions
provided by Smiths Detection and others
versus canine teams – eg in various
different air cargo environments and with
different kinds of shipments or ULDs?
There are different use cases for each
technology, as well as advantages and
disadvantages, depending on the customer and
specific cargo requirements. The most suitable
screening technology depends on the type
of goods, the density of materials, complexity
and size of the package and the detection
requirement for certain dangerous items, such
as lithium batteries. When more than one

Threats are ever-changing, alongside the
changing secure supply chain, therefore the
advent of AI allows us to adapt and re-adapt
our screening technology to consistently
enhance our offer. Moreover, screening
equipment can screen for a variety of threats
at any given time (explosives, dangerous goods,
currencies, endangered species), it does not
need to be ‘re-trained’ so to speak.
There are operational considerations that
inform the choice of screening method, such
as throughput and cost-effectiveness.
A single, holistic software solution approach
which combines different compliant
technologies to provide a complete solution
to the customer is the next step. One way of
achieving this would be risk-based screening
(RBS), which represents an opportunity to
adapt the screening method used based
on risk. RBS would allow for the creation
of a differentiated and bespoke risk score
for shipments based on readily available
information, so that air cargo operators adopt
an enhanced level of screening for packages
representing a higher risk. Risk scores would
be generated through the shipping manifest,
which acts as a unique identifier, and the risk
assessment criteria, including the country of
origin and destination, routing information,
the declaration of contents and source (e.g.
approved forwarding companies).
As security threats evolve, packages become
more complex and demands on cargo handlers
increase, security screening that is effective
and adaptable is imperative. With a softwarefirst approach and the adoption of primary and
alarm resolution secondary screening methods
one can still deploy systems to achieve
maximum security levels.
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